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Page lb
The Sports section features a
preview of the 2006 Thoroughbred season. The 'Brcds play
Wright State at U a.m. Saturday
at Reagan Field

Page Sb
Katie French (right), sophomore
from Morganfield, performs
"The Woman Who Loved to
Make Vaginas Happy" as a part
of this. year's production of "The
Vagina Monologues."
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Racers clinch OVC title
MSU 77, TSU 52

20

Yonts
enters
not guilty
plea
Staff Report

photos by Nathan ClinkenhcarcVTI!e New~

Trey Pearson (right) dribbles toward the basket against Tennessee State's Andrae Belton Thursday night in MSU's victory.

Men earn No. 1 seed
in tournament
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

The Regional Special Events Center rafters need to make room for yet
another Ohio Valley Conference
championship banner as the Racers
clinched their 20th title with a n-52
win over Tennessee State Thursday
night in Nashville.
After five seasons. Murray State
(19-5, 16-2 OVC) earned its first
league crown since 2000 when they
shared .it with Southeast Missouri
State. The last time the Racers
earned an outright title was the year
before in 1999 during Tevester
Anderson's first season.
Head Coach Mick Cronin has an
OVC Tournament title under his
belt, and now he has a regular season
championship in his third season.
"Winning the regular season title
is something that's important to me
obviously," Cronin said. "It's my first
as a head coach, but it also gives you
the one seed for the tournament.
This is important for a lot of reasons,
for recruiting, the fans. and when
you do .something, you're going to
want to finish first."
Junior guard Trey Pearson, back
after being gone from the team for
two games last week, did not miss a
beat as he led the team with 15 points
off the bench. Coming into the game
midway through the first half, he hit
three consecutive 3-pointers and
vaulted the Racers to a 38-22 lead at
halftime.
Pearson did not make the trip to
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
State after taking an unexcused leave
of absence, but he was back with the
team at practice Tuesday and played
16 minutes in the blowout win.
"We were able to not miss a beat
and Trey came in and hit a couple
shots," Cronin said. "I could tell the
way he shot the first one he was
comfortable. so we tried running
him along the baseline. It's good to
have him back."
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Tennessee State (10-14, 9·9) came
out shooting and rebounding and
had a 9-6 lead early on. but it quickly turned sour for the Tigers, who
are fighting it out with three other
teams for the No. 4 seed in the
upcoming OVC Tourn4ffient. The
top four seeds earn home-court
advantage for the first round.
Senior forward 1ssian Redding
nailed a three-point jumper to give
the Racers their first lead of the
game with 13:05 left in the first half,
and from there they never gave the
Tigers a chance to get back into the
game.
Redding finished the game with 14
points also off the bench as the
Racer reserves outscored Tennessee
State's entire team 57-52. The Sandusky, Ohio, native believes his team
is starting to come together at just
the right time.
"We've just been really focusing
on defense, that's all the coaches
have been stressing, and that's all
we've been stressing on in practice,".
Redding said, "We've been working
on game preparation and making
sure. we're not making any mistakes.
I'm not saying we're not going to
make any mistakes, but we want to
be as mistake-free as possible."
Murray State seemed to shoot the
basketball mistake-free. The team
was 56 percent from the field. The
Tigers on the other hand had all
sorts of problems with the Racer
defense, coughing the ball up 16
times and shooting 35 percent.
Senior guard Wayne Arnold, play·
ing in his final home game as a Tiger, Jsslan Redding (left) and Darnell Hopkins hlgh~flve after the
did all he could in the loss, scoring a
Racers' blowout win against TSU Thursday. The men's team
game high 23 points on 8-of-16 shootplays Illinois-Chicago at 6:30 p.m. Saturday at home.
ing.
For the first time in two weeks uur Rac:er fans," Redding said. "1 glc-game records in scoring and
Murray State will have a home game know they're going to welcome us field goals.
when it hosts Illinois-Chicago in back with a lot of applause and a lot
• Page 2b recaps the Racers'
ESPN's Bracket Buster game.
of cheering. It's always great to play
Death Valley trip to eastern
Redding said anticipates seeing at home.'"
Kentucky last weekend and prethe Racer crowd for the first time
The women's team also dcfentcd
since winning the OVC champi- the Tigers in a 96-81 victory. Accord- views Saturday's Bracket Buster
onship.
ing t<? goraccrs.c:om. Junior forward
game.
"It's going to be great to see all of Joi Scott set new Murr~y State sin-

Murray State sophomore Burgess Harrison Yonts entered a not guilty plea and
waived his right to a formal arraignment
Monday morning in Calloway County
Circuit Court.
Yonts faces a capital charge and four
other charges in connection with the
November pedestrian death of Nadia
Shahin. graduate student from Egypt.
Yonts appeared in
court with his attorney
Dennis Null. Special
prosecutor Jim Harris,
an assistant common·
wealth attorney in
McCracken County,
represented the state.
A grand jury indictment alleged Yonts
committed the offense
of wanton murder by
operating a motor
vehicle in a manner
Burgess that caused a "grave
Harrison risk of death" to
Yonts
Shahin. Yonts also
faces charges of driving under the influence. leaving the
scene of an accident and tampering with
physical evidence.
After a brief discussion about the case's
progress, the two attorneys agreed to
appear before Circuit Judge Dennis Foust
at 2:30 p.m. April 24 for a pretrial conference. However, Null told the judge several matters may not be settled by that date
because scientific evidence and videos
had to be analyzed.
Though the commonwealth had previously requested a gag order, both attorneys and Foust agreed that was not necessary at the time. Foust told Null and Harris they knew how to behave and would
not attempt to try the case in the media.
"I'm not much on gag orders unless it·
becomes absolutely necessary." Foust
said in court.
As of court Monday. Null said several
motions were outstanding. He told Foust
the commonwealth's office had been
cooperative with the case so far.

Breathitt
director
discusses
budget
Christopher Hodes
Contributing Writer
Funding for Phase III of the science
complex was not the only construction
project excluded from Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's budget proposal.
That request was not included in the
executive budget. which Fletcher delivered to the General Assembly Jan. 17.
The omission of the Breathitt Veterinary Center Capital Construction Project
from his proposed budget was a blow to
Murray State and to the Kentucky agriculture industry, said Wade Northington,
director of Breathitt.
Northington said the center. which was
built in Hopkinsville in the late 1960s,
needs key upgrades to meet the 21st century's biosafety and biosecurity requirements.
When built, the new $25.5 million facility will include adequate carcass disposal
systems, space for student instruction and
public education, and raise the biosafety
level capabilities from level two to level
three of a laboratory suite.
The CPE recommended $16.2 million
for the construction of the state-or-the-art
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Feb. 9

Kdsey Jones/guest

Several students enjoyed the snow this w eekend, and some constructed a Buddha in the residential college circle Saturday.

Commission, MSU plan
Students get opportunity
1st human rights breakfast to nominate professors
The Human Rights Commission and
Murray State are co-sponsoring a community breakfast commemorating Marvin D.
Mills Day and Black History Month.
This is the first community-wide human
rights breakfast in Murray.
The breakfast will be held at 8:.'-\0 am.
Friday in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Tickets are $10 and are available from
members of the Human Rights Commis·
sion or from the Chamber of Commerce.
For more information, phone Jessica
Smith at 762-2798.

Students interested In recommending a
faculty member to receive the Board of
Regents Award for Teaching Excellence
may submit a written nomination to the
department where the professor teaches.
Full-time faculty members who have
been employed at Murray State for two or
more years may be nominated. Written
recommendations must include information such as classroom performance. concern for students and academic advising.
Recommendations must be received by
March 1.

Financial Aid applications School of agriculture holds
available for completion career fair, award banquet ·
Students interested in reapplying for
The Murray State School of Agriculture
financial aid through FAFSA for'the 2006- ·
host the Agriculture Career Fair at
07 school year may do so now.
9:30a.m. Wednesday in the Curris Center.
If students have not received the
Companies expected to attend the fair
department of education PIN via e· mail, are Tyson Foods, Cincinnati Children's
they may . request one online at Hospital and the Kentucky Department of
www.pin.ed.gov.
Agriculture.
Renewable FAFSA's are available on
The Agriculture Award Banquet will be
the Web site and may be completed and at 6 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
submitted online.
During the banquet, students will be recogApplications also are available on cam- nized for achievements and leadership.
pus in the Student Financial Aid office in
Tickets are $2 and may be purchased in
Sparks Hall.
the School of Agriculture office on the first
Murray State requires all students floor of Applied Science~.
applying for financial aid tile a FAFSA or
For more information, phone Marla
a renewal FAFSA and a Murray State Smith at 762-3328.
Financial Aid application.
The priority filing date for' the Murray
State financial aid application for the Emily Wuchner, staff writer, compiles
Campus Briefly. If you would like to submit
2006-07 school year is April 3.
More information may be found at information for Campus Briefly, phone 7624480.
www.fafsa.ed.gov.
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641 Club
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Friday, Feb. 10
3:06 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported an intoxicated student at the front desk needed assistance. Friends took the subject to
their residential college. The complaint was referred to housing.
3:59 a.m. A caller reported a bag
found outside of Hart College, possibly with alcohol in it. Housing
placed the bag in the property
room and destroyed the alcohol.
The complaint was referred to
Housing.
6:45 p.m. A caller reported someone threw a snowball at his car
while driving under the foot bridge
on Chestnut Street. Officers
believed the subjects who threw
the snow left the area. No report
was taken.
8:12 a.m. A caller reported a door
knob being broken off the door at
Stewart Stadium. Facilities Management was notified to repair the
door knob.
8:34 a.m. An officer advises there
were two abandoned bicycles at
the track at Stewart Stadium. Facilities Management was notified to
transport the bicycles to Public
Safety. The bikes were placed on a
bike rack at Public Safety. A report
was taken.
8:33 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College made an alcohol complaint. No alcohol was present
when officers arrived. The third
floor resident adviser was
informed of the complaint.
2:31 p.m. A caller reported a vehi-

Saturday, Feb. 11
12:43 p.m. A caller reported people stuck in the elevator in Eli7.abeth College. Central Plant and the
Murray Fire Department were
notified. Central Plant got the people off of the elevator and reset the
car. The elevator is now back in
service. No report was taken.
6:36 p.m. The residence director
in Regents College advised of a
problem with the trash smelling.
CcntraJ Plant was notified.
8:19 p.m. The residence director
in Springer College reported
plumbing problems on the third
floor. Central Plant was notified.

Sunday, Feb. 12
12:30 p .m. A caller from White
College reported the right elevator
was stuck on the second floor.
Central Plant was notified.
4:12 p.m. The Clark College residence director reported a leak in
the second floor gameroom ceiling.
Central Plant was notified.
6:56 p.m. A caller reported a
smoke detector beeping in the
1,200 block of the College Courts.
The caJier could not locate the
source of the beeping. Central
Plant was advised.
7:04 p .m. The emergency room
reported a student was shot in the
eye with a pellet gun while at Hart
College. The officer took a report.
7:08 p.m. The residence director
of Hester college reported the
smell of gas in the third floor elevator lobby. A resident had spilled
gas on his shoe while putting gas
in his vehicle.
9:41 p.m. A faculty member at
Public Safety reported an odor in
the south entrance of the Business
Building. The odor came from the
heater, which was not working.
Central Plant was notified.
9:13p.m . The residence director at
White College reported the right
elevator was stuck on the seventh
floor. The elevator was unoccupied. Central Plant was advised

Monday, Feb. 13
10:28 a.m. A caller reported a sub-

ject fell outside the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center and was unable to
walk. Emergency Medical Services
was notified. Facilities Management was notified to open the gate.
The subject refused transport.
FaciHties Management was notified of ice on the stairwell. A
report was taken.
10:49 a.m . A caller reported
plumbing problems on the second
floor women's restroom of Faculty
HaJJ. Facilities Management was
notified.
5:30 p .m. The Regents College
residence director reported the
keys to the computer lab on the
second floor were locked in the
Jab. The call was referred to the
Housing.
8:37 p.m. A caller reported the
control for the heater in the conference room on the second floor
of the Pogue Library was broken
off and lying on the floor. Central
Plant was advised.

Tuesday, Feb. 14
7:29 a.m. A caller reported a suspicious package at the west
entrance of Sparks Hall. Someone
left their lunchbox on the premises. The box was turned in to the
lost and found at Public Safety. A
report was taken.
9:55 a.m. A caller reported paper
dispensers in two restrooms at
Public Safety were not working
properly. Facilities Management
was notified.
9:05 p.m. A caller reported a window broken ncar the front doors of
Ordway Hall. Central Plant was
advised.

Wednesday, Feb. IS
2:46 p.m. A caller reported a
motor vehicle accident without
injuries. The accident occurred on
the city street in front of the Curris
Center. 1be Murray Police Department was notified.
4:14 p.m. The residence director
in Franklin College reported a resident needed to go to the hospital.
Emergency MedicaJ Services wa!;
advised. A report wa!; taken.
8:12 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer check on a student with
an injured lip outside the Carr
Health Center.

Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 8
Arrests - 0
Emily Wuchner, staff writer, compiles Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calLo; are nor listed. For a
complete listing, visit www.thenews.org.

Ckitte~e ~estAwrAttt
ALL DAY, ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BUFFET

Pitcher 6p.m. - dose

Tuesday -Free pool & shuffle board, 6 p.m. -

6:05 a.m. A system malfunction
caused the fire alarm to activate in
Waterfield Library. The Murray
Fire Department and Central Plant
were notified. Central Plant reset
the alarm and the state fire marshal was notified. A report was
taken.
1:53 p.m. A caller reported icc on
the walkway on the northside of
Public Safety. Facilities Management was notified.
1:53 p.m. A caller near the Olive
Street parking lot reported two
males trying to get into a vehicle.
One of the subjects was the registered owner of the vehicle. The
subject had locked his keys inside
the vehicle.
5:45 p.m. The residence director
in White College reported the
right elevator was stuck, unoccupied, on the third floor. Central
Plant was notified.
10:01 p .m . A caller reported a
panel in the hallway of the Biology
Building was making a buzzing
noise. CentraJ Plant was notified.
ll:S6 p.m. A caller reported scorch
marks on a bulletin board in Hart
College. The Murray State Fire
Department and the state fire marshal's office were advised. A report
was taken.

cle accident without injuries in
front of the Blackburn Science
building. The accident occurred
off Murray State property. The
Murray State Police Department
was notified.
10:01 p.m. A caller reported people possibly fighting in the 1,000
block of the College Courts. The
fight actually took place at the
1,200 block. No weapons were
used. A report was taken, and the
incident is still under investigation.
10:22 p .m. A Murray State
employee found a subject sleeping
in a room in Wells Hall. The officer took all the subject's information. No report was taken.
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Alpha Sigma Phi

• Comp rehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

would like to welcome the
Spring 2006 Alpha Alpha class.

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglaa W. Payne

Alex Merideth
Tyler Parrott
J.M. Ponting
Ian Renfrow

Good luck with your
pledging semester!
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Aaron Carrico
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Center remains priority for legislators
Equipment advances
would improve study

photos by Rashod Taylor/The New~

Officials hope the Regional Business and Innovation
Center will act a s a catalyst for regional businesses.

Innovation center
helps businesses
Makayla O'NeUI
Contributing Writer
The new building located on
Ky. 121 recently opened for
business.
The Regional Business and
Innovation Center offers office
space and guidance to potential tcchnoh,gy-hascd businesses. RBIC is also the home
to the Regional Center for
Emerging Technology and the
Innovation and Commercial·
ization Center.
Patrick Powell, director of
the ICC, said the center acts as
a door to prospective businesses in western Kentucky.
"It is the from door to our
regional business community,"
Powell said. "The program
located inside the center called
ICC helps high-tech and highgrowth businesses dl•vclop
their entire commercial enter·
prise."
While RRIC is only the name
of the building. the entities
within provide the necessary
steps toward building a profitable business and perfecting
an established business, Powell
said.
'The center ulso provides
access to University students
and possible job opportunitie:;,
he said.
"When stude~ts complete
education. they start looking at
Murra>· for jobs with the companies we arc helping start
business," Powell :;aid. "The
center also provides internship
opportunities and perhaps
graduate level project opportu nities that offer first hand
knowledge. It nlso provides the
opportunity to create research
and develop contracts with the
university."
Although the center just
' opened, two student~ already
have acquired jobs with some
of its clients, and plans arc
Jbeing made to find more interested students.
"In time, we're going to contact usual sources for student
j labor pool and stay in .contact
with Dl!an (Neil) Weber and
1 Dean
(Dannie) Harrison.''
I Powell said. "If n student has
interest in workin~ in company
they should contact their dean.
Two MSU students that 1
know of have full time jobs
workin~ for our client cumpaJ nics."
Although the center had no
previous location, they arc
quickly acquiring new clients.
Streamemct, located in Kuttawa, developed the technology to deliver vid.:os over cell
phone:;.
While in the process of

f
l

building their business Streamernet headquarters will relocate to RBIC where they will
be b"Uided in the development
of a large-scale business.
Clients are expected to
reside in RBIC for at least a
year or two but no longer than
three. The are charged a fee to
become a client and rent for
the building and other services
the center provides.
Once Streamemet or other
businesses reach their full'
potential or blossom into an
overwhelming size they must
acquire their own building,
Powell said.
"Once they 'graduate' from
the center, they must buy their
own land and build a buildin~,''
Powell said. "Our mission is
that they stay in Murray or at
least in Western Kentucky as
large significant employers in
region."
_
Financing for the' building
came from state and local
sources for the purpose of
encouraging .the devel.opment
of technology busines~ in
western Kentucky, Powell said.
uwe were financed half by
the state, one-third by the ceo·
nomic development agency or
U.S. government, and onesixth by TV A," Powell said.
"TVA has a network of 20
throughout their region."
The sources provided grant~
that will not have to be repaid.
Although considerable funds
came from the state and local
sources, the building is not
complete.
"It will be built over several
phases,'' Powell said. "Phase
one houses us and two incubator tenants."
The 23,000-square-foot canter will bold 15 businesses.
However, the completion of
the building requires more
funds from the community and
other sources.
"We will be soliciting public
and private sources looking for
grant funds and those interested in supporting technology
and economic development,"
Powell said.
RBIC is the only on-campus
center in the state that promotes business development.
Some universities participate
in the development but none
offer an on-campus sites, Powell said.
"I don't think there is an oncampus incubator of business
accelerator located anywhere
in the state although they arc
building one in Eastern Kentucky," Powell said. "U of Lis a
partner of one and UK' is
jnvolved in Coldstream, but
they are all off the campus."

veterinary center.
"The project will also help
expand usable laboratory floor
space by about 15 percent,''
Northington said.
Upgrading to newer equipment will help students and
other researchers at the center
assess animal disease, food
safety, human health and
biotcrrorism concerns more
accurately.
Northington said the new
labs will make studying foreign
animal diseases, such as the
bird flu. and bioterrorism
agents, such as anthrax. a much
easier task.
The new 50.000 square foot
facility also would benefit several
state
governmental

departments, including the
Departments of Agriculture,
Public Health and Fish and
Wildlife.
"Although we arc · disappointed that the governor did
not include this project in his
budget, we are confident that
the legislature will give the
(Breathitt Veterinary Center)
project due consideration for
funding." Northington said via
e-mail.
Mark Wattier. professor of
government, law and international affairs. said Tom
Layzell. president of the CPE.
is continuing to discuss the
council's requests with state
legislators.
"In the governor's budget

Education Committee to get
Murray State projects included
in the state's budget.
The construction of the new
veterinary center was a top
research and economic development priority of Murray
State and the CPE.
The CPE ranked the new
Breathitt Veterinary Center
fourth in research and ceo·
'nomic development projects in
the state.
Interim University President
Kern Alexander has said he
wonders
how
President
George W. Bush and the governor could advocate for
increased emphasis on science
and technology in their respective State of the Union and
State of the State addresses.
yet facilities like Breathitt do
not receive funding.
Said Alexander: "We're just
trying to build a building as we
get the money:·

_
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interim director for technology,
works in his office during the week.

message, he said if the legislature could find more revenue,
he would be able to fund college projects (like the Brt-athitt
Veterinary Center)," Wattier
said.
He said members of the Legislature wanted to learn more
about the project before appropriation decisions arc made.
"(The omission of the project) is not a closed door,"
Wattier said. "The door is still
open to lobbyists."
Sen. Ken Winters. R-Murray,
said efforts are being made to
look at the whole budget,
including the Breathitt project
and the science complex.
He said his colleagues in the
House and in the Senate are
working hard to reconcile the
budget in a more acceptable
fashion for Murray State and
other dissatisfied institutions.
Winters said he will use his
influence as chairman of the
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Organization ignores Constitution
Should student organizations be able to pray
during meetings?
"Yes. People
should have the
freedom to do
whatever they
want.''

SGA leader
begins
meetings
with prayer
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of The
Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.

After the gavel hit the top of
the desk in the Curris Center
Barkley Room to signal the
beginning ofWednesday's meet·
ing, Student Government Association President Scott Ellison
lead the attendees in a prayer.
Do you see a problem?
. It is unconstitutional in the
United States for a public school
to require or endorse a particular religion as established in the
1962 Supreme Court case Engel
v. Vitale.
SGA was founded to represent
the voice of all students, and its
meetings are open to the public.
SGA and its members should
not neglect the U.S. Constitution
and its amendments.
The First Amendment states
"Congress shall make no law

Emily Westart
junior. W)\:lmirlg, '"

"Yes. It is a
choice to be part
of school organizations, and students know which
clubs may associate prayer in their
group.''
Gllmmer Eubanks
sophomore, Eldorado, Ill.

Rowdy fans enhance
team's morale, ranking

"No. Prayer is
special and a personal thing that
should be kept
private."
Adam Forsythe
sopfFOrs. Be/lsv/1/s, Ill.

"I don't know.
People can do it if
they want, and if
they don't want,
they don't even
have to do it.''
Nicole Sabrenbrock
junior, Lttchh91d

Kelsey Iones /guest
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The Murray State News strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal is to present that information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also prov1de a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum. Student editors have authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on learning environment for students
Interested in joumaPsm. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, 1ts editors should
develop their ed1tonal and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students. The first copy of The Murray State News is free. Additional cop1es are
available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

I would like to take exception to
the editorial which ran in the .Feb. 10
edition of The Murray State News. in
which various members of the newspapet:'s staff were critical of thl' student's bcQ\vior at recent Murray
State baskert1all games.
I felr"the ,~~s1udcnts' behavior was
refreshing and it brought back much·
needed school spirit. It seems like
enthusiasm for sports has been dormant at Murray State for several
years. I graduated from Murray State
more than 30 years ago when Murray
State prided itself on having a rowdy
home erowd.
In fact, it was the intensity of the
crowd that propelled the Racer basketball team into a top-20 national
ranking in 1971.
In that year, Western Kentucky
was ranked in the top five in the
nation, and it finished in the NCAA's
final four, but the Racers were able to
whip the Hill toppers when they came
to Murray. Murray was far less taJented than Western, but the rowdy
crowd at Murray inspired the Racers
to greater heights.
The same Western team went onto
beat the University of Kentucky 10783 in the NCAA tournament. So most
proud Racer fans like me reasoned if
Murray beat Western and then Western beat UK then Murray must be
better than Kentucky.
The degree of rowdiness which all
crowds aspire to match is the wild
group which assembles each week at
the Cameron Indoor Stadium un the
campus of Duke University.
These fans are known collectively
as the Cameron Crazies. One reason
for Dukes' tremendous success is
their wild and intimidating fans. I can
sec some similarities between Mick's
Maniacs at the Regional Special
Events Center and the Crazies at
Duke, and the more the Maniacs imi·
tate the Cameron Crazies, the better
the Murrar State basketball team will
be.
Therefore, I believe that the students' section at Murray is worthy of
praise instead of criticism.

Ronnie King
Alumnus
Benton

Student section unifies
to rally players, season
I think the involvement of the students is great. It really brings a sense
of school pride and unity together as
one. When they charged the floor
after beating Samford, it was good.
You could say it was necessary.
However. the method in which
Mick Maniacs arc conducting their
chants need to be evaluated and
toned down. This makes us look like
asses. Yeah, I said it. Someone needs
to say it.
We need to watch the languagl' we

respcctmg an establishment' of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof."
As the words "Dear God"
came out of Ellison's mouth, the
members lowered their heads to
pray. It was apparent this was
not the first time they had
prayed together as a group. In
other words, this was not an
accident.
As the SGA president, Ellison
should know the guidelines concerning the separation of church

and state. Furthermore, each
member should be informed
about prayer in public schools.
SGA is not a religiously-affiliated organization, unlike groups
such as Christ Ambassadors,
Baptist Student Union and Campus Outreach, in which each
member attends meetings with
knowledge that religion will be
introduced during the program.
By having SGA .start its meeting with a prayer, it is committing an unconstitutional act and

say, some of which can be offensive.
At times, there arc little kids in the
area. This is not setting a good example for our future generation of Racer
baskNball.
So. Saturday students should tone
down the language just a bit.
We are acting no better than those
Peay 4uacnts, a~ ~~~g boy, who
ran ov~r onl' of my f'iie\~· I saw that
display. ~'his was an example of bad
sportsmanship.
Fans of Racer nation: The OVC
chainpionship is what matters. Let's
come together as one nation; a Racer
nation, divided we cannot stand. Its
going to take a strong effort from
everyone to really make an impact on
this subject of sportsmanship. Let's
show by actions why the Racers are
really No. 1.
Let's go.

thrown by a fan. Artest's actions were ing," detrimental or even demeaning
not in an attempt to defend his repu- is not the point; the l·anons (guiding
tation and team. They were an angry principles) of free speech arc only
response to what he perceived to be a protected robustly when potentially
physical threat. What followed can offensive political speech is allowed,
only be described as a barroom even if despised.
The beauty of free speech is that
brawl, something that is not likely to
occur at RSEC because alcohol is pro- other)) can appear publicly and voice
hibitcd.
___,...•. ..,a~lt.~q:natiy~ v~ws·however controAs an aside, I can guarantee Artest versial-as was done in the Feb. lO
has heard worse insults than ''Mini issue ofThl' Murray State News, und
Me." That argument holds about as as is presented here. In so doing.
much weight as the other insult you however, we run the very real risk of
mentioned but didn't see fit to print.
offending others. Hut failure to ''tol·
Fans have taunted and jeered play- crate" alternative points of view is-by
ers since the dawn of organized definition-failure tn tolerate the guidsports. all the way from little league ing principles of free speech. canons
to the pros, and there has long been a upon which a fully functioning
line drawn in the sand that fans know democracy undeniably depends.
not to cross.
A point of view I strongly hold, for
Murray Sate fans' actions have not e.xample, is that the language of poUtescalated to that level this season, ical correctness is substantially more
and those who think such activity is hyp1>critical than the alternate dis·
setting a bad example and damaging courses with which it competes. It is
the image of Murray State University fond of railing against "sexism,"
are missing the point of enjoying the "racism," "homophobia" and "rcligames.
gious intolerance.'' only as long as it
Fans want their favorite teams to can unambiguously distinguish for
win. for that to happen, the opponent itself which "gender," "ral·c," "sexual
must lose. and fans who truly care orientation'' and religions are to be
will do anything in their power (short variou~ly "tolerated" and which are
of a physical threat) to help their not.
Necessarily, points of view unconfavorite players get the job done. Ask
any Racer and they'll tell you they geni:~l to its own arc invariably cl:~ssi- '
appreciate that kind of support.
fled as ''sexist," "racist," "intolerant"
or even "bigoted.'' How tactically
convenient that must hl' for those
Justin McGill
looking to de-legitimi7.e or otherwise
Alumnus
suppress competing points of view.
Benton
While we may strongly disagree
with
viewpoints of others. we
Danish cartoon causes shouldthefiercely
defend their right to
controversy at Murray openly voice their opinions. however
In the Feb. 10 issue of The Murray troubling they may be. As :-~uch, then,
State News, Nadia Ebrahim's com· it is deeply troubling when some
mentary obscures the essential point actively speak out against "intoler·
with an especially troubling brand of ance" in reaction to political spct·ch
experimental logic, one which is (i.e. editorial cartoons) they will notespecially prevalent in the political or cunnot-tolcrate.
discourse known as political correctEbrahim is thus correct, ironically.
ness.
that"... racism, Sl'Jebm (and) religious
In a transparent effort to align her- intolerance are <for some) synonyself morally with the "righteously mous with politics."
indignant," Ebrahim maintains "both
parties (East and West, presumablr) Jim La Valle
equally take the blame of disrespect- Assistant Professor of Sociology
ing each other. Anything can be dealt Murray
well within the limits of respect and
fairness, knowledge of other perspec·
tives, and last but no least. tolerance.''
We are told further that "had the
The Murray State News welcartoon depicted a much more posi<:omes commentaries and letters
tive and true image about the nature
of Islam, I think I would havl! been
to the editor. l..cners should ~
the first to applaud the Danish news300 word$ ot less and fDUSt be
paper." Candidly, Ebrahim's concept
signed.
Contr.ibutors s:hould
of "tolerance" is indeed a curious
include addresses and phooe
one.
How "conciliatory" of some to
numbers fqr verific:uion. Please
place their provisional stamp of
inclUde hometown. classification.
approval on a hypothetical that necdtle
or:aTA.UQIUibip wtht tJniveressarily squares with their own political and religious points of view.
aity.
Unquestionably, however, that is
Cotn.meotanes shOuld be limitnot the standard br which free
ed so 600 words The Murray
speech (a highly valued liberty, 1
might add) is maintained and protectState Nowa rostrvea tho right to
ed. The fact that some believe the
edit for ~lc. length and cootenL
editorial cartoon at issue is "mislead-

Kelly Fineman
Senior
LouisvUie

Editorial inappropriate
during basketball play
I am extremely disappointed in the
staff editorial, "Comments inappropriate at games,'' published in the
Feb. 10 issue of The Murray State
News. The arguments presented display both the lack of knowledge the
majority of your staff must have of
collegiate athletics in general, and the
apparent lack of historical knowledge
you have, specifically of Murray State
athletics.
Until recently, University students
had failed to offer consistent support
to Racer basketball since the Region·
al Special Events Center opened in
1998. Prior to that, Racer Arena was
the place to be for .students looking to
enjoy Division I basketball in a
unique environment.
For whatever reason, that environment had not been transported to
RSEC until the last two seasons. during which students and non-students
have displayed the most vocal and
positive support the Racers have had
in nearly u decade.
Now, your staff seems keen to sec
that support end just because you
don't think an 18- to 23-year old college athlete can take a little verbal
abuse.
These players are in the spotlight
and, therefore. expect trash talk from
fans. Most know how to handle it,
mainly because ther experienced the
saml' thing in middle and high school.
Many players will tell you they don't
even hear what the fans are saying
while they're on the court, and the
ones who do either ignore it or use it
as motivation.
Your indusion of the Ron Attest
situation from last NBA season is
misleading. You us\! this instance to
further your argument that fans
yelling at pluycrs can lead to fights
between nthletes and spectators in
the stands, when the fact is that
Artest was hit with a beverage

limits
that it represents.
Ellison and the rest of the
council who arl~ representing
the students should be more
respectful of those with different
beliefs and not force particular
religious practices on others.
Whether we agree or disagree
with prayer in school, each Murray State student should be concerned. SGA should be protecting our rights, not infringing
upon them.
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'Vagina
Monologues'
continues
WHAT
Students celebrate empowerment of women

•••
The U.S.
was not
the most
powerful
nation in
the world?
We, as Americans. are very proud of
our country. Whether we are Democrats,
Republicans or Independents, we can all
relish the fact that we have power.
We can do whatever we want and say
whatever we want, and as long as we do
not do anything illegal. we are free to pursue all P.ossibilities.
But what if we
were not given that
choice? What if we
were Jiving in a third·
world country? What
if another nation took
over
the
United
States and Americans
were forced to accept
its ideas and concepts?
Can you imagine having to practice
another
religion
because it is the official religion of another country? Can you
Rockelle imagine living underneath a monarch or
Gray
tyrant?
Though many disagree with our government's democracy and liberal ideas, I
am glad we have the right to do so.
Can you imagine walking outside in the
morning to go to class and into a battle
field oi guns and rebels.
What if you were unable to choose
yuur husband or wife? Or the government
got to make the choice?
1 am glad our medical experts provide
excellent health care. 1 would hate to be
in another country in need of a major
operation.
While our healthcare system is far from
perfect or fair, I am relieved to know that
we, at least, have the capability.
I would despise living in a country that
considered me guilty until proven innocenl in a case.
I am happy we had founding fathers
who were able to expect the unexpected.
I am overjoyed I have the right to free
speech. I am glad I can praise or criticize
anything I want and still feel protected.
I am glad I live in a modernized civilization. I am glad if I am hungry, 1 can go
to a fastfood restaurant. It would be horrible to have to go back to the prehistoric
hunter and gatherer age, which 1 know
many civilization have not escaped.
However, as happy as I am that I am an
American, I feel embarrassment by our
abuse of power.
I can't believe we live in a country that
can invade another country without
cause or permission from the people.
I am sad we live in a country that docs
not allow people to pick the president and
instead depends on an electoral college.
It is upsetting two people can not get
married if they are the same sex.
I am disappointed politicians only do
their jobs when it is election time.
I am mad we have become a nation in
which we will step all over each other and
use people to get what we want.
Upon reflection, what is the point of
living in the most powerful country if we
aren't helping others and working toward
the common good?
Is it worth living in the most powerful
country if we can't stop poverty, homelessness, diseases, discrimination, hate
crimes and intolerance?
I am very proud to be an American and
of the accomplishments we have made
since we became an independent country.
But we still have a lot to achieve.
We need to have complete tolerance
and love for each other.
Citizens need to demand equal rights
for all Americans.
Perhaps we will never have Republicans, Democrats, Independents, Christians, Catholics, Jews, Muslims, homosexuals and heterosexuals hold hands in
acceptance, but we certainly have the
power.

In My

Opinion

Elizabeth
Cawein
"THIS IS YOUR
STORY.
COME AND
CELEBRATE

ITS
UNIVERSAL
TRUTH."

In My

I want to tell you a story.
It's a story about women - beautiful,
shapely, curvaceous, vibrant, intelligent
women. Amazing women. Incredible
women.
It's about their triumphs, downfalls,
frustrations and innermost secrets.
This is no ordinary story. It will rip your
heart out, burt you, change you and burn
itself indelibly into your mind.
Just when you've reached an emotional
low. you will laugh - probably until your
side aches and you have to double over to
catch your breath.
I wish I could tell you this story, but I
can't. I won't. I know I could never do it
justice.
So I'll let them tell you, instead.
These women are the 23 righteous, pow·
erful females performing in Murray State's
second annual production of Eve Ensler's
"The Vagina Monologues."
Centered on the issues facing modem
women in the global community, "The
Vagina Monologues" is a fresh, irreverent,
sometimes shocking journey through the
minds and lives of females.
The play is a patchwork of more than
200 interviews Ensler conducted with
women across the world. When the inter·
views were complete, she set to work creating the mosaic that is "The Vagina
Monologues."
Each monologue is a glimpse into a different woman's world. a starkly contrasting life - and yet simultaneously each one

is a glimpse into our own lives.
From violence, rape and sexual harass·
ment to menstruation horror stories, tales
from the gyno and the miracle of birth, no
milestone is overlooked.
And at the heart of it all is the dreaded V
word, the word which, undoubtedly, has
kept many potential playgoers (men and
women alike) away from the production
since its inception.
It's a scary, pornographic word: vagina.
Children are taught before they even
step foot into a ldndergarten classroom
that the mysterious area between their legs
is their "privates." Whatever's down there
is top secret, forbidden and certainly not
discussed out loud. With anyone. Ever.
So before we even begin to grasp the
basic anatomical significance of our vaginas, we are told to discard them. They exist
only for utility, no different from any other
organ in the human body.
This belief is precisely why every
woman should have the opportunity to see
"The Vagina Monologues."
The vagina is not simply the biological
qualifier of womanhood. It is the site of
birth, one of the most incredible natural
phenomena any human could be privileged
to witness. It is the home of the clitoris, the
only organ (male or female) designed
purely for pleasure. The vagina - a beautiful, unique, fabulous thing.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of
women do not view their vaginas in this
light. Like several of the women whose sto-

ries are told in the monologues, a great
many females despise their vaginas and
might prefer to forget they ex.isted alto·
gether.
For these women, the luxury of possessing a widely idolized genital organ is a foreign concept. The vagina is awkward,
messy and odorous, while the penis is a
symbol of strength, masculinity and power.
The best medicine for these misconceptions is an hour-and-a-half dose of Ensler's
monologues. Luckily for Murray State
women. the doctor is in tonight at 7:30 in
Wrather Museum.
You might choose to euphemize it with
coochie snorcher, cooter, coochie, pookie,
monkey box, mushmellow, nappy dugout,
split nish or twat. You might just call it
vagina. You might be fond of cunt.
But no matter what you call it, the fundamental truths of the female experience
remain: the first period, the first gynecological exam, the loss of virginity, the loss
of patience with a patriarchal society.
Whether or not you've seen this play,
you know these stories. You've made
these indignant complaints, laughed at
these embarrassing moments and cried
these tears.
This is your story. Come and celebrate
its universal truth and be proud of your
own urrique, fabulous, beautiful vagina.

Elizabeth Cawein is the assistant lifestyles
editor for The Murray State News.

Opinion

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.
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Professor senses 'winds of war' catastrophe
Political cartoon stirs
history of violence

Joe
Chaney
"WE ARE NOW
BEING DENIED A
BASIC RIGHT
BECAUSE WE

FEAR MUSLIM
FANATICISM OR
BEING
POLITICALLY
INCORRECT,
ANOTHER FOR
OF CENSORSHIP."

The past few weeks, I have
overheard conversations dominated by a variety of things
which would normally concern
me, but not today. Instead, my
focus is on a .mind-occupying
fear and dread. I sense the
"winds of war," gaining even
more force and building toward
a global catastrophe. ·
"If you don't know your history, you're bound to repeat it."
Christians, many centuries
ago, in blind obedience to a
megalomaniac pope and many
other elitist Christian and political leaders justified the murder
of hundreds of thousands, if not
millions. of non-believers during the Crusades. Many decent
Christians opposed them but
were swept up in the "winds of
war." Centuries later,. Adolph
Hitler seized his opportunity
and caused global carnage.
More recently, we've witnessed the election of Hammas
to the leadership of Palestine.
One of their principal platform
positions is to destroy the entire
nation of Jews. We have seen
the president of Iran promise to
wipe Israel off the map.

A journalist in Denmark was
murdered because he dared to
criticize Islamic extremism just
months ago. Last September, 12
cartoons were published in a
Danish newspaper depicting the
prophet Muhammad.
Since, other newspapers in
Europe published the cartoons.
Now the "winds of war" have
resulted in a literal firestorm as
embassy after embassy is
threatened with mobs of outraged Muslims. Violent protests
all over the world have broken
out simply because of the exercise of a basic freedom of
speech in the form of newspaper cartoons.
All Muslims regard any drawing, picture or depiction of
Muhammad as sacrilegious
blasphemy. This is hard for U.S.
citizens to imagine because we
take freedom of speech, press
and expression for granted. In
many parts of the Islamic world,
this results in government
imposed capital punishment.
We fear these fanatics and
rightfully so because of recent
mass murder on our own soil. I
have tried to see these cartoons,

but newspapers all over the
United States have declined to
publish them. Their reasoning is
usually quite lame.
Is their true reason that they
feel like targets by Islamic
extremists? We are now being
denied a basic right because we
fear Muslim fanaticism or being
politically incorrect, another
form of censorship.
Not long ago, I was hopeful
enough decent Muslims. such as
the revered al Sistami. would
have the courage and the wisdom to rise up and successfully
counter their fellow Muslim
fanatics. They have not. Muslims from all walks of life have
instead elected the current
President of Iran and placed
Hammas in control of Palestine.
Wishing this will go away will
not work. Our human history is
replete with wishful thinking
followed by the aroma of rotting

flesh.
Hindus do not rampage when
others eat beef. Buddhists do
not rampage when Budda is
characterized in an insulting
manner. Christians do not frre
bomb Rolling Stone's headquarters for its sacrilegious depiction of Jesus Christ, a cover of
rapper Kanye West as a Christ·
like figure wearing a crown of
thorns. Baptists cUd not call for
the murder of whoever torched

five churches in Alabama.
The Danish cartoonist was
holding a pen, not throwing a
fire bomb at an occupied building. The blame and the responsibility for the stench of death in
the air is squarely in the bands
of the fanatic Muslim who is
voluntarily and willingly following the orders of his or her
megalomaniac religious and
political leaders. We must open
our eyes, ears and noses. Wishful thinking must stop. The
"winds of war" have been
proven cyclical, like the weatb·
er. If you step outside and take a
deep breath, you can smell it.
If you listen intently, do you
hear what I hear, "Here we go
again, another cycle of death?"
If you don't bear it yet, just
watch and/or read the news.
You'll see it coming.
We have one and only one
hope-decent Muslims, and
there are indeed millions of
them. Only they can stop this
wind.
Will they, or will they too,
like all good Christians, Germans, Ugandans, Japanese,
Serbs, etc. be .swept up by the
"winds of war?"

Joe Chaney is a senior lecturer in
government, law and international affairs.
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National Student Exchange

• Exhange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend schools throughout
the U.S., Puerto Rico, and U.S. Territories

• Kentucky Residents:

Use your KEES money to pay for your tuition at MSU
and exchange to another college or university
• Choose from 180 colleges and universities
• 2.5 GPA required at the .time of application
• Some sch olarships and student financial aid will
apply to this program

• Deadline lor next Fall and Spring
is Tuesday, Februqry 28, 2006.
For more information:
C ontact Dr. Ross Meloan in Career Services
Stop by room 210 in Ordway Hall,
Call 762-3735,
or e-mail ross .melo'd'n@murraystate.edu
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Georgia students receive
acceptance letters in error
ATH ENS, Ga. (AP) - The University of Georgia mailed out acceptance letters to more than
100 high school students by mistakl'.
The students rcc~ived a congratulatory note
and a bright red UGA banner last week - only
to receive a foUow up letter Monday telling
them they had not been accepted after ~til .
"Basically, someone picked up the wrong me
and sent the wrong letter," UGA $pokesman
Tom jackson said. "It was a mistake, and we
are very, very sorry."
Admissions officers have been busy fielding
calls as confused students and parents began
getting the follow-up letters.
UGA officials said admissions staff accidentally sent out the congratulatory letter to 112
students. The students were ~upposcd to
receive only a notice thanking them for apply·
ing.
The stu dents affected by th€' error still could
be admitted but might hnvc to wait until April

to find out, university officials said.
Natalia Prada-Rey, a senior at St. Pius X
Catholic High School in Atlanta, was one of
the students who got an acceptance letter.
Pradn-Rey said she promptly went to a basketball game and told her friends she had been
accepted to UGA. ''I told everybody." she said.
The second letter said the admissions staff
was "ve ry sorry if this caused you any confusion."
"They handed me my future, and then, it's
gone," Prada· Rcy said. "I just don't understand
how it could have h:tppened."
With the lottery-funded Helping Outstanding Pupils Educationally scholarships paying
the way for about 99 percent of entering UGA
freshmen, the stah!'s flagship university has
become quite competitive.
Tho:;e accepted last year had an average
GPA of nearly 3.8 and an average SAT score of
1268.

Disabled citizens lobby for change
FRANKFORT (AP) - Hundreds of d isabled Kentuckians
a tte nded a Capitol rally
Thur sday urging adequate
fu nd ing for services to let
them work and live independently.
Goodwin Dempsey said the
disabled should blend in with
the rest of society.
"We should live. be able to
work. sociali7.ed with them,"
said Dempsey, who was born
with spina bifida and works
for a federal agency that
assists t he de ve lopmentally
disabled.
Rally organizer Sheila
Schuster said the disabled
have strength in numbers -

noting th.1t ;ihnut 24 percent
of all Kentuckians have disabilities.
"Think what we could do if
every one of us registered and
voted," she said.
Other speakers talked about
how their lives improved after
they moved out of institutions
and into homes, with the help
of state funds.
jackie Koch, who has cerebral palsy. related how she
felt "trapped" in a nursing
home a s a young woman,
sharing little in common with
other residents.
Thanks to the Personal
Care Attendant Program, she
was able to move out of the

nursing home and live independently. She was able to
hire someone to care for her.
"I controlled the hours of
when I wo·uld get up or w hen
1 would feel like going to
bed," Koch said in a statement
read on her beh alf. "Th ey
weren't dictated to me like
they were when I was in the
nursing home."
Schuster said there is a 10year waiting list statewide for
the program, which is supported by state General Fund
dollars.
The cost of caring for th e
disabled in homes amounts to
a fraction of the expense in
institutions. she said.

live Oak
One-, two-, and three-bedroom
$100 deposit
Six-month lease
Debbie Siress, n1anager
906 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, Ky.
753-8221
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Proposed
legislation
helps
·~r ~/# r;,NHI-Atr
students
receive
finances
PAT GREEN
~

Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer

mstonl!}ield@rhenews.org

MARCH 4, 2006
SHOWROOM · 8:00 PM
TICKET PRICES:

$47/$36/$28 PLUS TAX
CAu. fOR RooM SPKIALS
'WAVE ON WAVE"
1JABY Dou.,

DELBERT
McCLINTON
fEBRUARY 18, 2006
SHoWROOM · 8:00 PM
TICKET PRICES:
2006 GPAMMY Wtm.

$47/$38/ $29 PlUS TAX

JR's

XECUTIVE NN

PADUCAH

R I VERFRONT

2 70--44 3.-8000 • 1--800--866.-3 63 6

If President Georg~ W. Hush signs a congressional measure into law, Murray State students
who Wl!rc previously ineligible for federal fmancial aid may find openings.
Earlier this month, Congress passed a provision on federal aid for students who do not
receive aid because of prior drug offenses. Bush
is expected to sign the measure.
According to the Drug Provision of the High~r Education Act of 1998, students convicted of
drug charges while rec~iving federal aid lose
their eligibility.
However, under the proposal, offenders who
were not enrolled in school when they were
convicted can apply for aid, a change that will
mostly benefit older students.
Also, juvenile drug offenses do not prevent
students from receiving financial aid. Completing drug treatment programs can allow drug
offenders to regain eligibility.
Charles Vinson. director of Student Financial
Aid, said his office does not have an exact estimation of the amount ()f Murray State students
the change wil1.1ffect, especially since drug convictions prior to enrollment do not affect eligibility for financial aid.
"We really have no way of knowing how many
students were affected," Vinson said. "' really
don't have a feel for the numbers."
Vinson attended a conference for the Southern Association of Student Financial Ald Administrators earlier this week in Greensboro, N.C.,
where he asked about the rule and how it would
affect offenders who have already filed a FAFSA
for the 2006-07 school year. He said he received
no answer but the matter would be researched.
He said the change will carry implications
mostly for Murray State non-traditional students with drug convictions. Under HEA. drug
offenders have a time restriction on their eligibility for financial aid, which differs on convictions for selling and possession.
"I would say the majority (of drug offenders I
work with) have been non-traditional students,"
Vinson said. "If they had two convictions for

Business hosts marketing contest
Christopher Hodes
Contributing Writer

The
Murray State News
is now accepting applications for

Editor in Chief
Apply now for the
2006-07 academic year.
Applications are available in
111 Wilson Hall

selling, unless they completed drug rehab, their
time limit is indefinite for federal aid."
Overall, Vinson said he does not expect the
change to have a large affect on Murray State
students with drug records.
"Some of the (drug offenders), especially new
students coming in, may have been convicted as
a juvenile," Vinson said.
In 2000 the Department of Education added
Question 31 to the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid, which asks potential students
about prior drug convictions. The HEA provision delays or denies federal financial aid to
anyone convicted of a state or federal drug
offense,
Rep. Mark Souder, R·Ind., introduced the
HEA law to deter college students from buying
or selling drugs. Souder also introduced the
change to return the bill to its original intentions.
According to a Coalition for Higher Education
Act Reform report released Feb. 7, 24 states consistently deny state-based education loans and
grants to students ineligible for federal aid
because of a drug conviction, including Tennessee. About 175,000 people nationwide have
been denied federal financial aid since the HEA
law went into affect.
Ke ntucky grants fmancial aid to all or most
students regardless of prior drug convictions,
according to the report, called "Falling Through
the Cracks."
The Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Administration disregards the drug conviction
question on the FAFSA when considering state
financial aid, according to the report. Fourteen
other states and the District of Columbia ignore
or will ignore Question 31, including Indiana,
Illinois and Missouri.
Eleven states leave the decision to grant financial aid up to the institution.
The reform coalition is a network of hundreds
of organizations. including religious, criminal
justice, education and civil rights organizations,
who arc seeking to reform or repeal the HEA
provision.
"Falling Through the Cracks" can be found at
www.raiseyourvoice.com.
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

The Town and Gown partnership between Allegro Fine
Foods and Murray State has
never been stronger.
Kim Griffo, coordinator of
Advancement S~rvices, said
Allegro of Paris. Tenn., has
been a big supporter of the
University's Agriculture program and Rodeo Team.
In continuing with this support, the marinade manufacturing company wants all School
of Agriculture students to participate in a marketing contest
for which internships and a
trip to New York are prizes.

John Fuqua, president of
Allegro, said teams of students
are invited to design a Murray
State-themed label for his company's marinade and barbecue
sauce bottles and develop a
marketing plan.
The final product will be
sold at select campus outlets
and area businesses, with $4 of
each sale being returned to the
school of agriculture.
The winners will receive a
trip to New York to attend the
52nd Summer Fancy Food
Show this summer.
AU participants in the contest also are eligible to apply
for an internship with Allegro.
"Students can have some

good, fresh ideas," said Fuqua,
who has been with the company for more than 20 years now.
Haley Millwood, Ag Leadership Committee president, said
she received about 50 positive
responses from a survey of
agriculture students and that
two or three teams already
have committed to the project.
· "I am very excited about this
great opportunity for Ag students to get involved with an
outside company," Millwood
said.
Applications, which are
available in Applied Science
Room 213S, are due Friday.
Winners will be announced
April21.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 4207 1
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St • 759-2500

and are

due March

Interviews will be
6 p.m. March 14.

3

Full .o.;cope optometr_,v including diag nosi.t; & treatment of ocular disease

MSU Employees
\\1e a c c c p t you r i n sur~ tlll'l' for y () u r c \T

L' \a 111 ~

8:30 - 5:30 Monday- Thursday • Friday 8:30 - 1:00
• Laser vision surgery consultations •
• Budget & designer eyewear •

• Most insurance accepted •
·All types of contacts ·
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Students back in kitchens after necessary upgrades
New stipulations
regulate oven use
Emily Wucbner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org

phC>to

illu~tration

by Rashod 'Taylor/Thr• News

Scott Morgan, senior from Scottsville, cooks
Wednesday night In the Elizabeth College kitchen.

After not having access to
stoves for almost three
months, Murray Students may
now use the kitchens in their
residential colleges but with
new rules attached.
Kyle Dicling, senior from
Elmhurst, Ill., said before the
kitchens were closed. he used
the stoves about three to four
times a week.
He was disappointed when
they closed, especially because
international students and
other students who do not rely
primarily on Winslow could
not utilize the facilities.
"I think it is good for all the
international students to have
at their disposal." Dieling said.
"Because of the new stoves, I

think the fire haz:1rd problem
will be taken care of."
After the Oniversity closed
the kitchens in late November
because of frequent fire alarn1s
and smoke problems, a committee of students and staff
began considering recommendations for better stove usage.
One of the committee's main
concerns was the condition
and age of the equipment in
place, said Don Robertson,
vice president of Student
Affairs.
David Wilson, interim director of Housing, said the University began installing the
appliances in early February.
The University purchased 12
new stoves, while some in
good condition were found
around campus.
"Hopefully the}' will be done
by this weekend," Wilson said.

Karen Webb, sophomore
from Madisonville, said she
used the kitchens about once a
month for baking cookies or
dinner.
"1 am happy because, now, I
will have other food options
other than Winslow, Fast
Track, eating out or the
microwave," Wehb said.
Don Robertson said to usc
the stoves, students must
check out a key from the front
desk of their residential college. The key unlocks the stove
so it is ready for usc, but if the
key is lost, the student could
pay a $25 fine.
"That will allow closer monitoring on who is using the
stove," Robertson said.
Students must stay in the
kitchen at all times to prevent
any problems that may arise.
Students may check out keys
between 8 a.m. and II p.m.
Keys must be turned in hy midnight.
According to the new rules,
students must read and sign
guidelines for using the
kitchen. After signing, names

will be compiled into a list, as a
record of frequent kitcht!n
users.
Robertson also said the students will benefit from the new
stoves, especially because students made the decision.
"I think they will be pleased
with rhe new stoves, and I
would think they will he
pleased that we arc taking safety seriously and that we have
taken safety concerns to
ensure the well-being of students," Robertson saiu.
Emily Ostcrbur, junior from
Centralia, Ill., and resident
adviser in Springer College,
said she uses the kitchen only a
few times a month but is
pleased that they arc reopening for her residents.
"Residents of mine use the
kitchen, so they were coming
nnd complaining to me,"
Osterbur said. "lt was a drag.
My residents seem happy
about (the kitchens opening),
nnd f've had a lot of people
asking about when they can
start using them again. It's
been very positive."

Web site brings community hand-me-downs to online market
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org
When Mitchum Owen received an
assignment to make an interactive
Web site for his Web design class, he
decided to sell leftover yard sale items
at the same time.
The Buchanan, Tenn., senior created MurrayYardSale.com a few weeks
into the semester after testing the site
on friends. He began advertising the
Web site on RacerNet and on campus
three weeks ago.
"It was both required for my class,
and I had personal reasons," Owen
said. ''I was looking for a way to make
some money."
Owen said in two weeks he has
made $81 from nine of the items he
posted.
Users can post a variety of items,
like computer accessories, textbooks,
office supplies and vehicles.
"Whenever you're selling textbooks,
you know that class is offered at Mur-

rar," Owen said.
So far, users have
listed about 170
items, Owen said,
such as a box of
Crayons for $1, a
minillV camcorder
for $175 and a computer for·$240.
Though
some
users have compared
the site to eBay, he
said the site was not
modeled after another Web site.
''I just built it from
scratch," Owen said. "1 think it's better
than eBay (because users) interact
with the person directly."
People who buy from eBay typically
have to pay sales tax and shipping
costs. With MurrayYardSale.com,
buyers and sellers arrange meetings
for transactions.
"That pretty much means you can't
sell some of the lower costing items
(on eBay)," Owen said. "For bigger

items - TVs, chairs - shipping costs
are outrageous."
Because no shipping costs exist on
MurrayYardSale.cum. ust·rs can sell
items for as low as they want or give
them aw:1y for free, as one user did
with a can of dog food he found in the
Wal-mart parking Jot.
As more area residents hear about
MurrayYardSale.com, he hopes more
people will sell their items on the site.

Items have been sold
to Murray State students and faculty
members, and
he
hopes Murray community members will
catch on, too.
If the site becomes
more successful, Owen
said he would like to
start simi lar sites in
other regions.
MurrayYardSale.com
Is also beneficial for
foreign exch:mge stude-nts who have to
completely furnish a Jiving space
when they come to Murray State then
sell everything when they leave, he
said.
So far, more than 100 users have
registered with MurrayYardSale.com.
Anthony DiPietro, senior from Henden-on, decided to put some items for
sale when he saw the adwrtisement
on Racer Net
"I figured if it w;ts just here in town

it'd be easier," DiPietro said. "(MurrayYardSale.com is) kind of a different
route to take."
Of the five items DiPietro posted on
the site, one has sold so far, he said. He
is selling items he will no longer need
after he graduates in May.
Though eBay users get more
responses, he said MurmyYardSalc
.com offers a better service to it~
users.
"The actual transactions arc easier."
DiPietro said. "(People) do transactions face-to-face."
When Tiffany lk'ckman :;aw a flier
advertising the Web site in her residential college, she posted her 2004
Hyund:ti Sante Fe for $13,800.
Beckman, junior from Mt. Vernon,
Ill., said of all the ways to sell a car in
Murray, she liked the MurrayYardSale.com perspective. She has not had
a response to the post, but said she
would drive the vehicle back from her
home for potential buyers.
Said Heckman: "(l wanted to) make
it easy for people down here.''

RQLJA ·s PlACE
SMOOTHIE JAZZ N/GffT PRESENTS:
THE SMOOTH JA7!Z G>F.:MURRAY AS WE DKE TO REFER TO THEM:
BEN RICE,~~~ WEBBER: .. BASS. f{)J f:ULP .. DRUMS

Pet Sitting · House Sitting

Established 1985

WE WlLL TEND
Fidos, Felines, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as well as any other
furry or non-furry
critters in their own
home environment!

Shav.n Ma>.~l 753{)1 47

REMEMBER HOW HELPFUL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
COME BE A PART OF THIS EXCITING PROGRAM!

REQUIREMENTS:
• Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2005 semester
• Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA •Must have excellent communication skills

ClASSIFIEDS RATES

• Must enroll in GUI 251 for credit or audit
Applications are available from your College Head, the Student Affairs Office,
or download from the Murray State Web site as a link from the Student Affairs site:

http://www.murraystate.edu/secsv/director.htm

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 17, 2006
Must be tumed in to your College Head and must sign up for an interview time. Your College Head will conduct interviews from March 27 - April 7

For more Information contact:

Or your College Head:

PER WORD

Paula Hulick @ 762-5344 or
paula.hulick @murraystate.edu

For more
information call

Mike Young @ 762-6831 or
mike. young@ murraystate.edu

Clark· Steve Horwood @ 2802 or steve.horwood@murraystate.edu
Elizabeth - Bob Valentine @ 5487 or bob.valentine@ murraystate.edu
Springer- Franklin - Marty Jacobs @ 5668 or marty.jacobs@murraystate.edu
Hart- Ann Landini @ 27H or ann.landini@murraystate.edu
·
Hester - Gina Claywell @ 5486 or gina.claywell @murraystate.edu
Regents- Squire Babcock @ 2105 or squire.babcock@murraystate.edu
Richmond - Oliver Muscio @ 6597 or oliver.muscio@ murraystate.edu
White- Bonnie Higginson @ 3275 or bonnie.higginson@coe.murraystate.edu

762-4478

Amanda Carter @ 762-6838 or
amanda.carter@ murraystate.edu
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'Breds Baseball Preview

file photos

The Thoroughbreds look to continue the momentum they built last season when they finished fourth in the OVC and set a school record with 15 wins in the league.
season and set a school record for conference wins. The 'Bn:ds finished
the 2005 season 28-31 and 15·U in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Players arc optimistic that
improvement will continue to be a trend.
"The team as a
whole has a pretty
good chemistry,"
senior catcher
Brett Wilson
said. "We had
a pretty good
team
last
year, and
we have a
good core
of those
players
back."
The 'Breds
have 10 new recruits
to add to the ream's
17 returnees, which
include top hitters
junior infielder
Seth Hudson and
senior infielder
Chaz Ebert.
The roster
includes 14

AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thcnews.org

The mild winter may have been the
Thoroughbreds' biggest advantagl! as
they prepared to open the 2006 season.
"We've been fortunate that the weather has allowed us to be outside a lot
more than we might've been in a lot of
yt!ars at this time," Head Coach Rob
McDonald said. "We feel like we're
in good shape. We're prepared."
The 'Breds open the season this
weekend at home against Wright
State, which finished the 2005 season
26-33. In a Horizon League preseason
poll. the Raiders were picked to fiiush
fourth in their conference.
Although Murray State and Wright
State share the same predicted destination
according,to preseason polls, McDonald said his team seems to have the
advantage this weekend.
"(Wright State hasn't) played yet,
and I would have to think that we
would be ahead of them weather wise
since they're coming down from Ohio,"
McDonald said.
The 'Breds have played several intersquad games, which, he said, have given his
team a chance to face live pitching, something he feels will benefit the team opening
weekend.
"With us, it's not all about just going up
there and swinging for the fences,"
McDonald said. "We have a lot
of guys who do a great job of
hitting smart, competing
and being disciplined at the
plate."
Last
year, the
Former Racer catcher Dustin Hen'Rreds had
niger takes a cut at a pitch in a game
an 11-game
against Tennessee Tech last season.
improveJunior infielder James Akin will take
ment from
the 2004
over Henniger's number In 2006.

West Harris, a senior pitcher, said the
depth of the pitching !!quad would be a spark
for the team.
"I think pitching is probably our strongest
point," Harris said. "We have a couple Division 1 transfers this year and a lot of returning
guys."
McDonald said he is pleased with his mix of
players, especially with how they conduct
themselves off the field.
"We've got a good bunch of seniors,"
McDonald said. "We've got a lot of guys on
our squad now that we would consider veteran, and on top of that, I think our whole team
is a good bunch of guys that arc motivated.
They are good character guys that we feel
really good about, and I think, in a lot of ways,
they lead themselves."
Although opening day tends to receive
more attention than other games, McDonald
said the expectations remain the same.
"We go into every weekend, every game
planning to win," McDonald said. "Our goal is
to play well and to win every game. We know
that we're good enough that if we play like
we're capable, we'll come out happy with the
outcome but we have to play well to accomplish that."
McDonald said fundamentals continue to
be the emphasis during practice to ensure his
players can consistently make routine plays
defensively.
"Offensively, we had a pretty good year last
year," he said. " We led our conference in
scoring last year, and we feel like we have the
capability of being a good offense again."
Among other things, McDonald said he
hopes his team will develop consistency.
''We practice to go out and play good, solid
baseball everyday," McDonald said. "We try
not to get too high or too low. We just try to
play real good. solid baseball."
The 'Breds play seven !>'traight and 15 of
their first 18 games at home.
Saturday's game begins at 11 a.m. at Reagan Field. Sunday's starting time is noon.
Despite McDonald's appreciation of
the mild weather, forecasters expect
snow and cold weather this weekend.

2006 'Breds Schedule
WRIGHT ST. (dh)
11 a.m.
WRIGHT ST.
Noon
ARKANSAS ST.
2 p.m.
BOWLING GREEN (dh) Noon
BOWUNG GREEN
Noon
at Vanderbilt
4 p.m.
March 1
SIU
2 p.m.
Mar~ 4
UALR {dh)
Noon
~5
UALR
Noon
~ 1.
at Mississippi
6:30 p.m.
~
at Mississippi
3 p.m.
March Ia AKRON {dh)
Noon
Marcb 13 AKRON
2 p.m.
~ 1~
MEMPHIS
_,
.p.m.
March 17 at Indiana St.
3 p.m.
March 18 at Indiana St.
1 p.m.
March 19 at Indiana St.
1 p.m.
March 21
at Southern Illinois
2 p.m.
March 23 LAMBUTH
2 p.m.
MarcqZ., • SAMFORD (dtt)
Noon
Marc.. 26 • SAMFORD
1 p.m.
Marcf}. 38 EV ANSVjLLE
3 p.m.
Aprill • <II at SEMO (dh)
3 p.m.
April
at SEMO
1 p.m.
April 5
at Arkansas St.
6:30 p.m.
April 8
~ EIU (dh)
1 p.m.
April 9
• EIU
1 p.m.
April II
at Memphis
6:30 p.m.
Aprill4
• at Eia;J (dh)
Noon
AprillS
• at 'EKU
Noon
April 19
at Evanmtle
6 p.m.
~ril22
• MOREl'JEAD ST. (dh) 1 p.m.
April 23
* MO~£A.D ST.
I p.m.
April 26
at Kentucky
5:30 p.m.
April 29
• at Tenn. Tech (db)
1 p.m.
April 30
• at Tenn. Tech
1 p.m.
May 3
at Louisville
5: p.m.
May 6
* UT-MARTIN (db)
1 p.m.
May 7
• UT~MARTIN
1 p.m.
May l3
• at Austin Peay (db)
tba
May 14
• at Austin Peay
1 p.m.
May 19
• at }'ville State {dh)
tba
May 20
• at J'ville State
1 p.m.
May 24-28 OVC Tournament
tba
+ - Ohio Valley Conference games
(db)- doubleheader (All caps)- Home games
Feb.18
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 25
Feb. 26
Feb. 28

4

a
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Players to watch in 2006...

West
Harris

Chaz
Ebert

Kalen
Gibson

Infielder

Right-handed pitcher

Left-handed pitcher

Second on team
with .335 average,
and named AllOVC First Team.

Newcomer from
UK started 27
games and was
12-9 with 141 K's.

W cnt 4-5 with a
3.75 ERA in 20
appearances. Had
53 strikeouts.

Seth
Hudson

Mullins

Tyler
Pittman

Austin
Swain

Infielder

Outfielder

Outfielder

Outfielder

His .336 average
led all 'Bred hitters as the leadoff hitter.

Hit .400 in OVC
play and posted a
.541 OBP with 36
walks and 14 HBP.

Led team with six
homeruns and 42
RBI were second
best. Also pitched.

Hit .341 but did
not have enough
at-bats to qualify
for batting title.

Brett

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Tonight: NBC @ 7 p.m.
XX Winter Olympics
Turin, Italy

Saturday: TNT @ 7:30 p.m.
NBA Basketball
All-Star Skills Competition

Saturday: CBS @ 12:30 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Kentucky at South Carolina

Sunday: NBC @ 12:30 p.m.
Nextel Cup Daytona 500
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Murray State Events
Saturday: Rifle@ 8 a.m.
OVC Championships
Martin, Tenn.
Saturday: Baseball @ 11 p.m.
Reagan Field
Wright State at Murray State

Saturday: W BBall @ 4 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Eastern illinois at Murray State
Saturday: M BBall @ 6 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Illinois-Chicago at Murray State
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Racers prep for Saturday's Bracket Buster

Olympic skiing
brings outpour
of emotion

Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org

While watching sporting events, it's not
unusual for me to yell at the TV screen,
but Sunday afternoon, I found myself bolting out of my chair to scream at the exciting sport of cross country skiing.
First of all, people must understand I
have a serious mental problem with competitiveness and becoming too involved
with any form of sports. It's a life and
death situation, and for some reason, my
parents have a hard time accepting that,
especially my mom.
I( I had a nickel Cor every time she used
the phrase, ''It's just a game," I could own
any professional team J desired. I'm still
surprised my parents let me come home
for a month during winter break or three
months for the summer.
Mainly. I'm only
psycho when my
favorite teams are
on. but there are
special situations
deemed necessary
for breakdowns, like
close games, overtimes, playof(s and
the Olympics.
The Olympics are
great for yelling at a
24-inch
picture
because of the sense
of nationalism you
Nathan
(eel when you do it. Clinkenbeard
Of course, I root for
Sports Editor
the United States
because I'm American and H ove my country. When my country wins, it makes me
feel better.
I stayed up till 3:30 in the morning Sunday just to watch Olympic coverage and
see the men's 5,000 in speed skating
because r had been gone all day and night
Saturday. It was hard to be quiet as Chad
Hedrick won by almost two seconds, but,
like normal people, my three housemates
were sleeping.
T his all leads us to the events that took
place a few hours later during the alternoon coverage. I was in my room on my
laptop with the Olympics on when the 30k ,
pursuit in cross country skiing started.
Only one word comes to my mind when 1
hear cross country skiing: boring.
1 was looking down at my laptop when 1
heard the commentators talking about a
crash at the start. Now, there's something
interesting, so I look up, turn up the volume and see what's happening.
Turns out the defending Olympic champion in the even t, Norway's Frode Estil,
was in the middle as several skiers collapsed on top of him. The guy got up and
started to ski away, but the binding on one
of skis was broken. He finally received a
new ski, changed it and continued as the
last one out of the stadium.
NBC went to commercial after a few
minutes, and I went back to my laptop.
Cross country skiing may be boring. but it
is one physically demanding sport as evidenced by numerous bodies sprawled out
on the snow at the finish line of every race.
Several minutes and a couple commercial breaks later something else caught my
attention. Estil somehow managed to pass
about 70 guys and be was in the middle of
the lead pack. Suddenly, cross country skiing is something worth watching. I shut
my laptop and placed it to the side of my
chair.
The whole story of this race is bow Estil
came (rom being the last one out of the
stadium after crashing and breaking h is ski
to being a contender for a medal. I'm rooting for him get a medal, and anything else
would kind of be a disappointment
As the racers approach the stadium, a
couple Italians and a Russian are fighting it
out in the lead. Estil seems to have drifted
off the pace, but rve invested an hour of
my day to this race, so I'm not bailing now.
T hey get to the borne stretch, and the
Russian inches in front with the Italians
right behind. Then, a figure comes flying
down the right side along with me coming
out of my seat. It's Estil, and he begins
picking people o(f. I'm yelling for him to
go faster as if he can hear me.
He comes in second behind the Russian,
but it doesn't matter. The man came back
from total disaster to earn a silver medal.
For any sport, this was one of the most
remarkable comebacks I bad ever seen.
I don't know how anyone watching the
race could not have been excited. 1 may
have a problem, but Sunday, I believe millions of others around the world had my
problem, too.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

The Racers' title dreams have
come true, at least partially.
When the buzzer sounded Tuesday night in Birmingham, the Samford Bulldogs found themselves with
an Eastern Kentucky upset, ensuring
the Racers at least a share of the
Ohio Valley Conference regular season title.
. In losing to Eastern Kentucky,
Samford fell a full three games
behind the Racers, who have been
dismantling the OVC in winning 12
of their last 13 games. Garnering
three votes in this week's
ESPN/USA Today Coaches' Poll,
Murray State is beginn ing to gain
respect on the national level.
With the title clinched, the Racers
must be careful not to become complacent. something Head Coach
Mick Cronin said will not be a problem.
"l think it's important we don't
relax, no doubt, but that's not going
to be a problem," Cronin said. "Our
guys are having lots of fun, and
• they're focused. We've been trying
to play every game like we're in the
tournament. That's how we're trying
to prepare Cor the tournament."
He had nothing but praise for his
team and the way it has been playing.
"I'm excited about the way we're
playing defense," Cron in said.
"We've been getting excellent leadership from our seniors and from
Shawn Witherspoon. Coming down
the stretch, these guys have been fun
to coach."
To increase the joy of clinching
the title this week was junior guard
Trey Pearson's return to the team.
Pearson did not make the road trip
to Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
State last weekend after leaving the
iilc photu
team for unknown reasons Feb. 6.
Head Coach Mick Cronin instructs l ssian Redding in a recent game. T h e Racers clinched at least
Cronin said Pearson had to deal
a share o f the OVC regular season title Tuesday night w hen East ern Ke1;1tucky. beat Samford.
with personal issues, but he is now
Eastern Kentucky came out of the followed it with a second half outUJC shocked Georgia Tech Nov.
back and available to play.
_The next challenge th.e Racer~ fa~e 25, defenting the Yellow Jackets 73-51 gates hungry last Thursdtty, recover- burst to put away opponents.
The first half was a defensive
Wll_l be at home agatnst Ilhnols- in Atlanta. The Flames also took it to ing from a loss to cellar-dwelling
• Chicago tomorrow as part of ESPN's Ole Miss, and won 87-75 Dec. 1 in· Morehead, and matched the Racers struggle in which the Racers went
point for point in the first h~lf. The 8:26 without a field goal. Morehe<td's
Brac.k~t Buster w~ekcnd. Despite not Chicago.
The Flames also bring some Colonels and Racers took :J 24·24 tie offense wns equally shut down, how·
rece1vmg a telev1sed game, the Racever, and the Racers never trailed by
~rs arc still looking forward to com- momentum into their <:ontest with into halftime.
The Racers took control in the more than three points. Murray State
mg home to take on the Flames. the Racers. UIC went on the road
and upset Horizon League leader second half. however, and Wl' nt on recovered to take a 27-25 lead into
Cronin said.
halftime.
"I .think we actually played better Wisconsin-Milwaukee on Wednes- to claim a 17-point \'ictory.
The first five minutes of the secJcnifer scored 15 points and stifled
at R1ce last year (a Bracket Buster day night.
Eastern
Senior
forward
Justin
Bowen
leads
Kentucky
with
his
consisond
half saw the Rncl.·rs take control
game) because there really was no
pressure on that game," Cronin said. Illinois·Chkago, averaging 15.4 tent defense. He also hit two 3-point- of the game. going on a 15-5 run,
ers in a game for the first time as a which junior forwnrd Shawn With"We really shot the ball well in that points and 72 rebounds per game.
The Racers left last weekend's Racer.
erspoon led. Witherspoon scored
game. We'll just come out and look
"The more Keith plays, the better seven points during the run and
to have (un in front of our home Death Valley road trip full of life
after putting away Eastern Kentucky defensive team we're always gt>nna made a stcnl that led to a Pearson
crowd."
The Flames sit in ~eventh place in and Morehead State by a combined be," Cronin said. "That's the way it's Griffith score.
been for two years. Keith's come n
Sophomore forward lustln Orr
the nine-team Horizon League with 32 points.
a
Murray State topped E!lstem Ken- long way. He's had a tough cnrc~r scored his first double-double
a conference record of 6-8 and 13·13
tuck')' 62-45 due in part to a breakout offensively, but I think it ~peaks a lot nacer with I5 points and 10 .rebounds
overall record
Despite its sub par in-conference game from senior guard Keith to his character and his desire to and led the team in assists, dishing
out five. Witherspoon and senior
performance, Illinois-Chicago has Jenifer. The Racers then knocked off win."
Against Morehead State, the Rac- guard D~\rnell Hopkins joined Orr in
scored upset victories over two Morehead 71·56, completing a season
major conference squads this season, sweep of its commonwe<tlth neigh- ~rs continued thl•ir recent trend of double digits, contributing 13 and 10
sluggish play in the tirst half. They points, re.-.pectively.
bors.
making them tough to overlook.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -
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Rifle team looks forward to receiving NCAA invite
Jusdn Sims
Contributing Writer
Attempting to get back
into the NCAA Championships after a year's hiatus,
the rifle team helped its
cause this weekend with a
second-place showing in the
NCAA Sectionals at the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
Finishing first in aggregate
scoring was Ke ntucky with
4,674 points out of a possible
4,800. The Racers followed
with 4,669 points, and Memphis, Tennessee-Martin and
West Virginia rounded out
the field in third through
fifth.
"I'm very pleased with our
performance," Head Coach
Ann Proctor said.
Individually for the Racers
in smallbore scoring, Dan
Bclluzzo scored a 586, which
was good enough to tie for
first in all smallbore scores,
and Bryant Wallizer was a
point behind. Also finishing
in the top 10 individual rankings were Cameron Hicks
and Josiah Brooks as Murray
State finished with 2,334

Jones/gu~l

Sophomore shooter Cameron rucks takes aim in the NCAA Sectionals at Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range last weekend. Hicks tied for second in air rifle and finIshed in the top ten in smallbore. The Racers finished second to Kentuclcy.
points in smallborc.
Alex Culbertson. Kevin
Witbrodt, Joseph Shane,
Brandy Bouchcric, Erica
Meece and Dan Taylor also

shot smallbore for Murray.
In air rifle scoring, Wallizcr and Hicks each finished
with a 591 score and tied for
second individually. The

Af¥U'd • }'\\dry • 1M.

~

~ Nutrena· IW
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Racers finished with a 2,335
total air rifle score.
Kevin WitbroJt, who haJ
a pl'rsonal hcst in the air
rifle scoring department was

satisfied with the Racers'
results this weekend.
"This is the best we did (or
the entire Yl.'ar," Witbrodt
said.
Next on Murray State's
agenda is the Ohio Valley
Conference championships,
which tnkl' plac:c this week·
end at UT-Martin. Proctor
said she feels positiVl' about
the team's chances t(> suereed there ns well.
"We MVl.' a good chance
to win." Proctor said. "Jacksonville Stall' has a grt•at
team, but we've outshot
them in the p;!St two matches."
She said the team expects
an invite tu the NCAA
Championships in Colorado
Springs. Colu.
"It's all unofficial at this
point, but, I think we're looking at being ranked fifth in
the country hy the NCAA,"
Jln)Ctor said.
The top eight teams in the
country get in\'ltes to the
championship. and the Racers could get the official
word from thl.· NCAA sometime this week.
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Women beat Eastern, fall at Morehead
as an excuse. We've got to play harder and a lot smarter than we did."
The Racers controlled the court in
the beginning of the second half,
keeping the lead for the fll'st 10 minutes, but multiple lead changes
ensued.
just after the 10 minute mark,
Morehead took a brief lead, which
ended on junior post Erica Gordian's
3-pointer to make the score 56-54
with 7:48 remaining.
Morehead State pushed past the
Racers for the final time with l:l5left
in the second half.
With 16 seconds remaining, Petty
tied the game 69-69 with a threepoint shot.
Despite the Racers two last second attempts, Morehead State's
Lakrisha Brown's jump shot with 6.8
seconds left was the last of the night,
notching the score to 71·69. ·
The Racers return to the court
Saturday in a home game against
Eastern Illinois. Ea:~tern Illinois sits
in fifth place in the OVC with a 9-7
record.
With the jam in the OVC standings, Felton said her team has to play
with an edge of urgency to stay in
contention for the OVC tournament.
''We talk about that every day,"
Felton said. "We don't want to be the
ones who are left out. We've got to
play each game out like this is the
last game. This game is going to
determine us getting into the tournament."

A utumnBoaz
Staff Writer
abQClZ@thcnews.org

With the absence of junior forward Joi Scott, the Racers fell to
Morehead State in a two·point loss
Saturday night 71-69.
In the Racer's first meeting with
Morehead, Scott's debut game, she
poured in 30 points and pulled down
13 rebounds leading the team to a 85~
74 victory over the Eagles.
However, after a miscalculation
was discovered after rt!vicwing the
team's !>chedulc, Athletics Director
Allen Ward was told Wednesday
that Scott should not have been
allowed to participate in the Dec. 10
game vs. Morehead State.
After Scott's transfer from Northern lllinois, Murray State was to
withhold her from competition for
30 percent of the team's regul:lr season contests (eight games) to renew
her eligibility after an NCAA suspension.
Scott's
suspension
occurred while she was a player at
Northern Illinois.
After determining Scott was
• deemed ineligible to participate in
the first game against Morehead, the
Ohio Valley Conference required
Murray State to forfeit its win
against Morehead.
This drops Murray State's record
to 6·10 and puts the team in a tic for
eigHth place in the OVC with Eastern Kentucky. Tennessee Martin (6ll) sits a game behind the Racers in
lOth,
Stott led the team with 27 points
and 9 rebounds in the 79-71 win over
Eastern Kentucky Thursday night.
The Racer's came out of the Death
Valley road trip H.
"(The Death Valley road trip)
started out very gooJ and then
ended on a disappointing note on
Saturday night," Head Coach Joi Felton said in a press conference Monday. "I can't say enough about our
team's effort on Thursday at Eastern
Kentucky. That was a big, big road
game for us."
The Racers took the lead 12 minutes into the first half and were able
to maintain the lead for the remainder of the game.
Murray State's biggest lead of the
night was nine points, but the
Colonels were able to cut the Racers
lead to four with just lcsl> than four
miootes left in the secund half. With
the Racers' crucial defensive stop,
Eastern Kentucky was unable to get
a shot off. which created an automatic turnover after a shot clock violation.
On the Racer's next two possessions, Joi Scott added four points to
the scoreboard, giving the Racers a
seven point lead.
Murray State shot 52 percent on
the night, and Eastern Kentucky shot
44.1 percent to help the Racers pull

Feb. 9 game
MURJlAY STATE 1791
Ashley N. Hayn 4·13 0.0 11. Scon12-17 :H Xl, Cordim H 2-2 10, Albley R. Hayes I·S 2-2 S. Peny S.7 (J.I
U. Man he ..-. 4·51·2 9 , A. Guffey 0.1 0.0 0, 1.« 2·3 ().} 4,
Hinch 0.0 0.0 0. 1'. Guffey 2·5 0.0 S. Totals 33-63 11-16

79.
EASTEJtN KENTUCKY (71)
l'hlem 6-11 O.llci, Dunn 2·3 0.0 4, Hala'api'apl2-6 ().
0 4, Caz.or H3 5-S 16. Shc.ltoo 4-8 2--4 l2, Pltrre l·J ().()
l , Wood 1>-3 o-o 0. Rowen 1·2 0·0 l, Dubbctt 2-4 3-J 7,
Juhntnn 1•2 2·2 4, Jtnkinsl-4 1>-2 S. Touls 26-5912-V 7L

N<Jih.Jn Clinl..eni>eard/Th(• New•

Junior guard Gerraca Matthews drives in for a layup against
Jacksonville State. The Racers gained a split in its Death Valley
road trip, beating Eastern Kentucky but losing at Morehead.
out the eight-point victory.
"Both of us were tit.•d in the standings at that point," Felton said. "It
was a must-win situation for both of
us. and my team responded really
well. I'm really proud of them. We
went out, and we played with n lot of
poise. Eastern made several different
comebacks. They got real close, and
we held them off."
The Racers went into Saturday's
game on a high note after Thursday's
win. In Saturday's loss, senior guard
Ashley Brooke Hayes tied n school
record for career three-point field
with 134. Misty Pierceall, 1998 alum·
na, set the previous record. Hayes
fmished with ll points.

Morehead State took an early 8-2
lead, but the Racers fought back to
takl! a 17-16 lead later in the half.
After freshman guard Amber Guffey's three-point play and sophomore guard Shaleca Petty's two free
throws. the Racers ended the half
three points behind Morehead, 34-31.
The offensive battle was continuous, but Felton said her team could
have controlled the game with
defense.
"Defensively. inside, our post
defense was basically non-existent
in that second game," Felton said. "
We did not do a good job getting in
front of the post players, and we
were undersized. We can't use that

llalfumc- Murny State 39, I' astern Ktntucky ;lS.
Thrte·point goal,- Murray Stale S.IS (Ashley .N. Hayn
().2, Gordi3n 2·S, AJthlcy 8. llaycs 1·2, r~tty 1·2, A. Guf·
fey O·I,I". Guffcy 1-3), P.a-'f<m KtnN<ky 7·19 (Thiem <I·
(> .. Caue Hi, Sheltun 2·S, Wr>Od 0·1, Oubbert ().I).
Fouled nut- None. Reb<Jund,- Mur1'1y State 36 (Scuu
9). l!a~t~m Kentucky 36 (H.Ila'apl'api 10). AJtolst•-Mut·
rav State 12 IPetty S), Pattern Kentucky 16 <Shelton Sl.
Total foul•- Murray St•te\4, fMtom Kentucky 17.
A•670

Saturday's game
MUJtJt.\Y STATE 169)
Mattll<'WI ~-~ ().()6, Aablry B. !byes HO H 11, Gor·
ilian $-II 1•2 13, l'ctty+9 Z.J 11, Ashley N. Hayes N3 ()..
o 14, A. Gutrrr H H 12, l.ce 0-2 o-o u. Ad lid> 0·1 ()..() o,
Hirsch 0·1 2-2 2. r. Guffey tl·l 0.0 o. 1 OW. .:5-58 13-14

69.

MOR.£HEAI) STATE (71)
l'lante 1·2 ().() 2. B.lss 2· 2 ().() 4, lltowD IZ.l8 U 26.
Johnson U S-6 U. ~arlwt 5-12 1-2 13. Strayer ().I().() 0.

Combs 0.1 0.00, Smith·V.111lams0.1 0.00. Wblte s-83·
S 13, WiliWns J.2 ().() 2. T<>tm 29·53 11·21 7t.
Halfclme-Murny ~tate 3<1, Monhead State 31.
lbr-polnc goals-Murray $tate 1>-16 <A.bky B.luyes
2-5. Gordi.ul 3-<1. Petty 1·2. A. Guffey 1·2. lft ().I. Hindi
().L P. G11ffey 0 II. Morchrad State HI CGcarlun 2-6,
Srrayn ().J, Combs ().I). Fouled out-None. RebounJsMurray ~tate 28 CM•nhN-. 6), Monbead State 36
(Br.. wn 101. Assbrs- Murray Sc.ne 16 (l'•lty 7), Mor...
hc.~d ~111e

21 (C.carharr 9). Total fools-)olurray Store

16, Morehead State 14
A·l3SO

Psychology professor puts focus on sports
fans
He

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor

nclinktnbeard@tller~ews.org

It only took one game in Racer
Arena to hook Daniel Wann, psychology professor, on Murray State.
He had no idea Murray State was
Division I or what the Ohio Valley
Conference was when he and his
wife Jennifer arrived in 1991, but his
fll'st taste of Racer basketball transformed him into a subject of his own
research.
"I think we became hooked
because we didn't know anybody,
and I went there and all of a sudden
I had 5,000 friends," Wann said.
"Now, is it any wonder that 15 years
later what is my single greatest contribution to the science of psychology? My theory about how following
a sport team c<~n decrease your
sense of loneliness."
Wann wanted to be a social psychologist when he began his doctorate work at the University of Kansas
in 1987. but for fear of boredom, he
searched for something he could
focus on and enjoy at the same time.
An avid sport fan already, he read an
article about violence among soccer
fans and knew sport fandom was a
topic he could dive into.
Almost 20 years later, Wann may
be one of many sport psychologists
around the world, but he is one of
the few who concentrates on the fan

I

aspect of sport.
He
began
teaching sport
psychology in
1993 and then his
.
.
sport fan class in
.
2000 after publishing his textbook.
''One
thing
that attracted
.,
me to Murray
State was that
when I interviewed
here
Daniel
they were interWann
ested in having Sport Psychologist
me develop a
sport psych class,'' Wann said.
"When I got here in '91, there was no
grand plan. I think back to the stud·
ies I did or had planned to do when
1 first got here, very few were sport
related."
A couple years later. he began the
bulk of his sport psychology
research and even ventured into
athletes for a while. By the time the
21st century rolled around, Wann
realized he only had time for the fan
side of his work, and his personal
experiences, like his first game at
Racer Arena. have played a big role
in his research.
Former faculty member Terry
Barrett saw how Wann's life served
as a background for his studies.
"He stuck his head in the door and

I•

said, 'I know why you're so producwas interviewed Monday and
tive in your research," Wann said. "I a camera crew shot film of him
asked why, and he said, 'Because teaching his sport fan class for a
you're your own best subject,' and it documentary on New York Mets
is sort of true."
fans.
The documentary does not have a
"I mean I sort of think about my
path as a sports fan. Then I think 'I timetable for when it will be
wonder how I got there,' and that released, but Wann does not expect
gives me ideas for research."
it out until 2007. The film company
Wann nlso lends a helping hand to already has over 75 hours of footage
Murray State athletics when they to pick and choose from.
need him as an educational sport
Wann loves the fact Murray State
psychologist. He docs not deal with allows him to teach numerous
athletes' or cua~hes' personal prob- sports psych classes. and senior AI
lems like depression, but instead, he Mason said he can tell every time he
works with teams to make players listens to one ofWann's lectures.
and coaches mentally stronger.
Mason first took Wann's sport
The track, cross country and foot- psych class in 1997 but had to drop
ball teams all have utilized Wann's it. Now he's come back this semester
skills at some point during hls years to take nnother crack at the class.
at Murray State. When former foot"He's very knowledgeable and it's
ball Head Coach Joe Pannunzio just fun to listen to his lectures,"
came in. Wann went to lunch with Mason said. "He's probably the one
him before a single practice.
of the least boring lecturers I've ever
"One thin~ about coach Pannun- had. The man knows his stuff, but he
zio, you might disagree with his win- also loves it. It's a passion for him."
lu:~s record, but he is a knowledgeFor a man who has enjoyed sports
;Jb)e coach in terms of the mental his entire life, Wann believes he has
side to sport," Wann said. "More one of the best jobs someone could
than any coach I've been around, he possibly have. As far as Murray
understood that that stuff mattered. State and the town's concerned, he's
That to me is why he got some as hooked as he was when he
things out of some players that were . stepped in Racer Arena 15 years ago.
better than they were."
"Murray State's been very good to
Wann has given numerous talks me, and I love what I do,'' Wann
and has shared his insight hundreds said. "I wouldn't trade Murray State
of times for conferences. radio talk or my job for anything. It's not just
shows nnd documentaries.
what I do, though, it's where I do it."

Rabbits
prevalent
1n region
•

•

The rabbit population in the area
seems to be on the rise from years past.
My friends and I have had great success
throughout this hunting season, and we
have harvested a number of cottontails
in many different areas of the region.
Rabbit hunting has a deep history
throughout the South and Midwest. It's
more challenging and gratifying than
many other forms of hunting because
this activity usually involves the use of
dogs.
Beagles a•e the most common canines
employed in the hunting of rabbits
because they arc bread for this purpose.
Generations of hunter:~ have used selective breeding and extensive training to
produce the perfect beagle to find and
chase rabbits. Some beagles sell for
many hundreds of dollars, but sometimes, the best rabbit dog can be found
as a stray or at an animal shelter.
Dogs with a pedigree are usually prettier and much more
expensive than the
average beagle but
better looks don't
necessarily
make
them better rabbit
dogs. In fact, a friend
of mine had a dog
that cost less than
$75 but was a better
dog than any pedigreed beagle I've
owned.
Warren
A rabbit bunter
King
needs two types of
Outdoor
beagles: a jump dog
Columnist
and a few run dogs.
The jump dog makes a rabbit jump out of
its hiding place. then the run dogs chase
the rabbit by following its sent.
During the chase, a good run dog will
direct the rabbit back toward the
hunters, who wait with their shotguns to
harvest the game. The dogs hunt with
other more experienced dogs to learn
this procedure. Soon, the young dogs
will pick up the proper behavior from
the more seasoned canines.
Sometimes, young dogs will pick up
the scent of deer or other 1UJ'!"'!lnted
game and run for miles in pursuit of that
animal. This type of behavior must be
discouraged quickly or the dog will not
hunt rabbits properly. Dogs need good
mentors, just as young hunters need
older hunters to mentor them.
This hunting season 1 have learned a
lot from other hunters who have plenty
more experience than I do. In other
words, all sportsman need input from
other hunters in order to improve their
skills.
The most successful hunt I have had
recently was in Livingston County on a
farm, which a friend on mine owned. His
farm is full of thickets, which arc good
places for rabbits to hide, so our dogs
had great success in flushing and chasing rabbits. Our dogs behaved flawlessly
as they ran the rabbits back to us in text·
book form, and two of us took our bag
limit that day.
A rabbit hunter is only as good as his
dog. For example, a hunter with a great
shooting ability will not be a successful
rabbit hunter unless he has competent
dogs. A successful rabbit hunt requires
teamwork between the dogs and the
bunters.
When the dogs have been trained
properly and a hunter has consistent
success, a strong bond develops between
man and man's best friend.
The humane treatment the hunter provides for the animal helps the dog gain
respect for his master, but the dog must
always remember that his master is the
boss. A dog's ability to run and chase
rabbits in the hunter's direction abo
builds respect.
Rabbit hunting has many challenges,
but it can be very gratifying when
hunters and dogs work in tandem to harvest game.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail com·
ments to wking@thenews.org.
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Men's tennis earns 1st win, Track and field
Women's team finishes in top 10
women battle with Tigers
Tommy Dillard

Assistant Sports Editor

tdillard@thenews.org

Nathan CUnkenbeard
Sports Editor
nc/inkenbeard@thenews.org

Kicking off the spring season, the men's and
women's tennis teams went a combined 1-2 last
weekend, with the men earning the lone win
over Southern Indiana Saturday.
The season officially began Friday when the
men traveled to Terre Haute, Ind.• to take on
the Indiana State Sycamores. Murray State got ·
off to a slow start in the doubles competition;
losing all three matches. and it did not get any
better. The men lost all six singles matches.
Sophomore Hunter Gerlach said facing a
team like Indiana State allowed the men's team
to see where it was in terms of improvement
needs.
"We played a really tough team Friday," Gerlach said. "They're up there in terms of the
level we'll face this year. That was a good
match for us to get our feet wet, but we didn't
do so well."
Murray State's top two doubles teams battled
hard with the Sycamores but came nway with a
pair of 8-6 losses. Indiana State's Anton Tsymbalov and Christopher Eldon defeated senior
Fadi Zamjaoui and Ukraine native Dmytro Hryhorash in No.1 doubles. Simon Thorncwill and
)ames .Preston took down sophomore Hunter
Gerlach and senior Jeff Lester in No. 2 doubles.
Tysmbalov led the Sycamore attack in singles, beating Zamjaoui 6-0, 6-2. and the rest of
the Indiana State team followed with straight
set victor ies to move its overall record to 4-2.
Two days later, the Racers evened their
record to 1-1 with a commanding 6-l win over
Southern Indiana in Evan!'ville, Ind.
"They beat us last year. so it was good to get
revenge on them," Gerlc1ch said. "Everyone
played really tough. A few people actually
stepped it up. We weren't expecting it, und they
won their matches. It was pretty impressive.
and it's looking good for the rest of the season."
The men swept all three doubles matches to
earn the doubles point and lost just one singles
match.
While the men were in blowout matches. the
women had an intense match with Memphis at
the KenLake State Resort Park in Aurora. The
Racers swept the doubles matches to start off,
but the T igers came storming back with four
victories in six singles competitions.
Head Co<lch Connie Keasling said Memphis..
primarily plays indoors during the winter
months, and she wanted to play someone that
consistently has a good team.
"I know that Memphis is a strong team in January and February, so I wanted to try and play
someone that' would give us an idea of where
we were with our training level," Keasling said.

ii

Sophomore Hunter Gerlach and the
men•s team beat Southern Indiana 6-1
Sunday to run their record to 1-1.
"That w<ly we could prepare for tht• conferem:e
season a little bit better.
"I didn't really want to start out with a university that I felt we could beat. I wanteJ to
start out with someone that I knew was going
to be a constant challt'nge."
Junior Anna Lask earned victories in both
No. I doubles and singles as she teamed up with
her twin sister Rach:~t:l to beat Memphis'
Andrea Fcichtingcr and Brooke Cowie 8-4, and
then she earned another win over Fcichtingcr
in singles play, 6·2, 6·4.
Freshman Anne Pennington shined in her
Murray State debut <ls she won both her matches in doubles and singh:s. She and junior
Casady Pruitt beat Kristin Noble and Ekln Zafir
in No. 2 doubles 8-7, and Pennington then won
against Zufir in No. 4 singles. 6-4. 6-2.
"Anne Pennington came in and had a stellar
performance out there at KenLake," Keasling
said. "She's from Indianapolis and she has a
great deal of indoor experience. I really think
the biggest difference has been the l'Xtra training she's hcen putting in."
The women arc in Indianapolis today facing
IUPUI in a 4 p.m. Irultch. then they will g\)
against Butler at 9 a.m. SaturJ<ly. The men's
team faces Indiana at noon Saturday.

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
applications
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
washers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparl<ling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, pool and foosbaU
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Current rates starting at

The men's and women's track teams traveled
to DePauw University for the second weekend
in a row Saturday. this time competing in the
De Pauw Indoor Invitational.
The men fin ished 15th out of 18 teams at the
meet while the women snuck into the top ten,
finishing eighth out of 18 teams.
Head Coach Dcreck Chavis said the young
teams arc still learning to compete at a collegiate level, but they are capnblc of taking their
game higher.
"I'm happy with some things, and we're making progress in certain areas," Chavis said,
"Everyone is capablt' of stepping it up a notch
so that hopefully we'll be kicking on all cylinders coming into OVCs."
Sophomore Lee McGinnis and senio rs John
Gorey und Chris Champion all put up solid
scores in their respective events. McGinn is ran
the 400-meter and fi nished in 51.08. He came in
third place out of the 28 competitors.
Champion competed in the shot put and
came in ninth out of the 49 competitors with a
distance of 14.21 meters. Gorey ran the 3,000metcr in 9:07.43, finishing 16th out of 44 run·
ners.
On the women's side, senior Lauren Wilson
and freshman Kriste n Ueckert continued to
pace the team, followed by a slew of freshmen
and sophomores.
Wilson finished second ou t of 31 ru nners in
the 800-meter. running it in 2:21.81. Heckert ran
the one-mile event in 5:18.85, finishing fourth
out of the 24 compctitors.
Freshman Eboni Bridge had a strong showing
at tht· meet. running the 55-meter and the 200·
meter. She finishcd the 55 in 7.63 seconds and
came in 12th out of 30 runners. In the 200, she

finished 15th out of 46 ath letes, with a time of
27.46 seconds.
Freshman Maggie McKay competed in the
200 ns well, finishing 20th out of 46 nmncrs
w ith a time of 28.02 seconds. McKay <Jlsu participat('d in the high jump, leaping 1.60 meters
and finishing eighth out of 16.
McKay said she continues to gain confidence
with every meet.
" It was really great,'' McKay said. "All of us
really improved this week. I was really happy
with my performance. I hadn't been doi ng well
because of all the training and my legs had
been tired, but this week the training really
paid nff."
Chavis said McKay and several of the freshmen have begun to improve.
"They arc st<lrting to step up n ow," Cha"is
said. "The things we've been doing w ith them
in training is helping and their confidence is
building up as well. Maggie and Eboni, I knew
they were going to be impact ath letes when I
recruited them."
As a team, the Racers finished second out of
nine participants in the distance medley, with a
time of 12:32.20.
Southern Illinois took first place in the men's
meet while Missouri Baptist won the women's
meet.
The Racers compete at the SEMO Invitational tomorrow in Cape Girardeau. Mo. SEMO is
the team's fina l meet befon• the OVC Championships Feb. 24-25.
:McKay said the team needs to perform well
at SEMO to go into the OVCs with some
momentum.
" It's a smaller meet," McKay said. ''llopcfully if we do wdl, our confidence will definitely
be at a higher level. Most of us haven't experienced the OVCs yet because most of us are
freshmen. l think the SEMO meet is Coach's
way of easing us into this competition."

SportS Brief.•.
Hart College fails to get revenge on West Kentucky
Hart College's men's basketball team traveled to Paducah for a rematch with West Kentucky Community and Technical College ~ton
day night and lost 92-76.
The two teams squared uff Feb. 2 at the
Regional Special Events Center and playt'd a
close 72-70 contt•st. Wesley Pitts had a chance
to tie the game as time expired. but his attempt
fell short.
Pitts led Hart w ith 20 points in the flrst game
and was the leading scorer Monday as he
poured in 25 points.
Hart ran into some of the same problems

•

tl1ey did in the first game us fatigue was a major
factor. They ran a man-tu-man offense to begin,
but went back to their customary zone defense
in an attempt ro ca ncel out West Kentucky's
athleticism.
Starting center Greg Blake was whistled for
two fouls in the first two minutes of the g2me
ami was forced to sit for the linall8 minutes of
the first half.
~ WAS down ~ eight at halft ime and saw
their deficit increa5e forcing them to go bat!!< to
man-to-man defense. On the free throw line
Hart shot 48 percent. making only 12-nf-25.

e
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Share your side of the story with your fellow students.
Visit thenews.org to submit commentaries and letters to the
editor for possible publication in The Murray State News. On
thenews.org home page, click on letter submission under
features. Enter your subject, e-mail address, letter and submit.
It's that easy!
Contributors should include addresses and phone
numbers for verification. Please include hometown,
grade and title or relationship to the University.
Commentaries should be limited to 500 words and letters
should be 300 words or fewer. The Murray State News
reserves the right to edit for style, length and content.

$299!
www.MurrayPiace.com
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'I should be
studying'
'Vagina Monologues'
returns to Murray State
Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thcnews.org

As she ran her fingers through her hair,
K:ltic French screamed out in orgasmic
pleasure to demonstrate the surprise tripleorgasm moan.
r'rcnch, sophomore from Morganfield,
stood in front of the packed Wrather Museum auditorium Tuesday, illustrating many
different moans in "The Vagina Monologues." The moans performed included the
silent white-anglo-saxon-protestant moan.
the right-on-it moan and the college-student
· moan, the latter in which French called out
her boyfriend's name to add a personal
touch.
· "They got into their character, and they
think as their character," Kristen Rankin, codircl·tor of the monologues, said. "(It) sort
of makes it more realistic to listen to them."
Rankin, senior from O'Fallon, Ill., said
many women added something ~ersonal to
their monologues. Erin Lane, senior from
Highland Park, Ill., performed ''Th~ Vagina
Workshop," a monologue about discovering
her vagina, with a British accent.
"My vagina amazed me," she said about
looking nt it with a mirror. "It . was better
than the Grand Canyon. I could hide and
st.•ek, open and close."
As the monologue continued, Lane said
sht: panicked when she couldn't find her clitoris and knew she shouldn't have gone
:; - , :--,~
..,
swimming with it.
Howev~r. not all ~not~ w~
humprous. "Crooked ih'aid" ae.tcribed
domestic abuse among a Native American
family.
Tht.• voice of Katie Marks, junior from
Louisville, was the only sound heard as she
told of physical and sexual abuse and how
the only escape she had was braiding her
husband Is hair crooked.
B.J. Henley, sophomore from St. Louis,
said he came to the performance because he
heard about it last year but wasn't able to
attend. It wasn't what he expected, but he
said it was good.
"It upenea my eyes a little bit,'' Henley
said . "I realize more problems that women
haw to go through. all these pains they have
to put up with, (and) they don't have a
choice."
Miranda Morris, junior from
Pinckneyville. said the performance opened her mind to the
difficulties women of other cui·
tures face.
"I know things happen in different countries, and they have it a lot worse," Morris
said. "Men dominate their society more.
That was something I was thinking about a
lot."
During the performance, Mcghan Poole.
freshman from Louisville, rallied the cast
into a cum-calling frenzy during her monologue. "Reclaiming Cunt," almost all the
women stood and yelleq "cunt."
"I was disappointed (the audience) didn't
chant cunt," said Bridget Redmon, sopho-

more from Carterville, Ill., and monologue performer. "There needs to be more
cunt chanting."
There were a few differences from last
year's production. Instead of performing
only on Valentine's Day, "The Vagina
Monologues" cast will have an encore presentation tonight. When the directors
learned they couldn't reserve the Curris
Center Theater because it was already
booked, they diose to hold the play in
Wrather.
"The Curris Center seated 325, and it
sold out," Kristen Rankin said. "So we
thought if we could sell it out Valentine's Day, it gives people a chance
to come two nights if they already
had plans for Valentine's Day."
"The Vagina Monologues" performances benefit the Women's Center.
Last year's performance raised $1,832 for
the center. After Tuesday's performance,
the show already had grossed about
$1,600.
Kristen Rankin said 10 percent of the
proceeds will go to "The Vagina Monologues" organization. Every year the orga·
nization picks a charity and puts all the
money from the different performances
toward it.
"The Vagina Monologues" is the type of
thing to wake people up, she said.
• "It's really important to bring women's
issues to light because they're not talked
about enough," Rankin said. "People
don't know where they can go to get
heli" They don't know there are oth·
ers who feel the same way (or are) in
the same situations.
"These things happen every day,
every hour, every minute and to
be completely Ignorant and not
aware of it does you no good. It
doesn't make you a wellrounded person ... so I think
seeing something lilce this,
whether or not you com·
pletely agree with any
said. at least you're
aware."

(Right) Katie French,
sophomore from Morganfield, performs 'The
Woman Who Loved to
Make Vaginas Happy'
Tuesday.

(Above) Cast memben sit on stage and watch others
perform their monologues. (Below) Kristen Rankin,
co-director and senior from O-Fallon, m., watches the
show. Students sat on the floor of Wrather auditorium to view the performance because seats were sold
out Tuesday evening.

phot~X

by M~lissa Kilcoyn<'lTht' News

(From left) Amanda Williamson, sophomore from Mayfield, John Buder, non-student from Cant erbury,
Conn., and Nicole H artman, junior from Hopkinsville, laugh during 'The Vagin a Monologues.'
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This Week
• Friday·
Play
7:30p.m., The Vagina
Monologues, students
$4, general admission
$6, all proceeds benefit the Women's Center, silent auction
begins at 6 p.m.

Concert
8 p.m.• Libby Larson,
Lovett Auditorium,
free admission

• Saturday
Master Class
2 p.m., Performing
Arts Hall

Composition Fonun
10 a.m., Performing
Arts Hall

Basketball
4 p.m., women vs.
Eastern Ulinois
6 p.m.. men vs. University of IllinoisChicago

• Sunday
Baseball
Noon, Thoroughbreds
vs. Wright State, Reagan Field

• Monday
Meeting
5 p.m., Residential
College Association,
Curris Center Barkley
Room

• Tuesdty
Meeting

Java,·jams combine
in Thursday Grind
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ec:owein@thenews.org
When Holly Gray dreamed up
the Thursday Grind last semester, she envisioned a Murray
State tradition in the making.
Gray, senior from Eddyville,
said she noticed a lack of concert
opportunities on campus and set
out to rectify the situa.tion.
"A lot of schools have programs like this, like I know (Middle Tennessee State University)
has a 'Music on the Knoll' show,"
Gray said. "I went there once,
and it was outdoors in the quad.
and that was originally how the
idea started.... But I realized if it
was going to be anything permanent, it would need to be inside. I
knew the coffee shop was the
place."
Gray, then the showcasing
chairwoman for Campus Activities Board, began working with
the Thoroughbrewed Cafe in
Hart College to get the ball
rolling on Thursday Grind.
"We wanted to do it not too
early and not too late, to give
people enough time to go out
and party afterward." Gray said.
Lauren Hrown, sophomor e
from Paris, Tenn.. was the first
Thursday Grind performer. Gray
met Brown in class, found out

she sang with a band and asked
her if she would be interested.
Gray said she hopes students will
remain the heart of the program.
"I hope that it stays studentoriented, and that students keep
playing," Gray said. "I hope that
a lot of artists on campus would
desire to play the Thursday
Grind. And I hope it's something
you don't have to continuously
advertise for, but that people just
know. 'It's Thursday, I wonder
who's playing?"'
Gray, who is in California with
the National Student Exchange
this semester, plans to pursue an
internship in music busine~s.
"T hat's why I felt so strongly
about getting this going," Gray
said. "It's my passio n. music and
making sure it's promoted and
heard. Hopefully, there will be a
following of people who come
weekly. It's so nice to go every
week and see the same people
coming in. I'd love to see packed
houses."
Whitney Bush, sophomore
from Winchester, has assumed
the position of showcasing chairwoman in Gray's absence. So far
this semester, there' has been one
Thursday Grind show. featuring
members of the band Transparent.
The next show. Feb. 23. features Bush and her roommate,

Lane Davis. The duo will sing
and play guitar. Bush said the
performance is a late substitution after the originally-scheduled band canceled.
"It's recommendation bascd,n
Bush said. "Someone will come
up to me and say, 'lley, I know
someone,' or 'I know a band that
would want to play."'
The campus calendar allows
for concerts every other Thursday.
"I'd like for us to have it as
many times as we can possibly
do it. but it depends on what's
going on with the campus schedule," Bush said. "Right now, it's
eve!)' other Thursday, except for

March because it's a busy month
with step show and Alpha Sigma
Phi spring fling."
Though all genres and styles
are welcome, Bush said the coffee shop is a very low key setting
ami works best for smaller
groups or acoustic performances.
"I'm hoping to build it up
where more people will come
forward and say, 'Hey, I want to
do this, this is somethin~ I l:an
do."' Bush said. "I do feel that
there is enough talent on cam·
p1,1s, and it's just a matter of
building up lhc publicity for it
and letting people know that the
option exists."

Hush said the event is as much
nbout entertainment as it is
about finding Murray State's ·
best musici;lns.
"We're trying to maintain
~orne kind of opportunities for
people to get out of the dorm
and have something to do on a
Thursday night when there's
nothing else going on," Bush
:;aid. ''It's something low key,
and something to spotlight all
the talent we have on campus."
Any students interested in
performing at the Thursday
Grind should contact Bush
through the Student Government Association office at 7626951.

Student-playwright takes original work for spin in staged reading

4:30 p.m., Campus
Activities Board, CurRobyn Smith
ris Center Tennessee Contributing Writer
Room
People often ask Matt Markgraf.
sophomore from Mundelein, lll., why he
Meeting
Ch\lSe Murray State for his college educa5 p.m., Student Gov- tion since he cannot major in playwriternment Association, ing.
Curris Center Barkley
He says despite this, Murray has more
Room
opportunities than any big city.
He recently was able to experience this
firsthand with the staged reading of a
play he wrote entitled "Subject; Amber
Concert
8 p.m., Thursday Grey."
"When you write' a play, the biggest
Grind, Whitney Bush
step before you get it produced is to have
and Lane Davis

• Wednesday

• Thursda!:

THE

• Feb~

file photo

Students look on as Phil Jones, alumnus from LouisvUie, paints during one of the many
events held at Thoroughbrewed Cafe. Thursday Grind is new est on the lineup.

a staged reading," Markgraf said. "The
purpose of this is so the playwright can
get an audience reaction, and it's usually
the first time a play is performed."
A staged reading includes actors auditioning for parts. rehearsing for a few
hours before the show, then performing
it.
David Balthrop, chairman of theater
and dance, "Suggested the staged reading
to Markgraf so he could get more feed·
back on his play.
"It's a way to separate yourself from
people who may tell what you want to
hear as opposed to what you need to hear
in tt•rms of feedback." Balthrop said.

In order for playwrights to know what
their play is like, they need to have it performed rather than just having a read
through, he said.
"I wish more of the students in our program would do it," Balthrop said. "Writers
often stay sequestered in their room and
work on their shows and may not get a lot
of feedback. They're missing the opportunity to sec their show on the floor."
Based on a true story, "Subject: Amber
Grey" centers around experimental testing of hallucinogenic substances on mental patients in the 1960s.
The main character, a young girl named
Amber Grey, becomes the victim of "big

brother's" information gathering.
Even though the play takes pbce in the
'60s, he still sees the relevancy of this
topic for to~iay's society.
"The play is a call to action about the
information gathering, testing on common
people and paranoia," Markgraf said.
He hns been working on this project for
four years and was completed in May
2005 but has been revised several times
and will be ;tgain after the staged reading.
"Playwriting has always been n pnssion
of mine and it's what I want to do fur the
rest of my life," Markgraf said. "It's fun to
see something that you write actually happen before your eyes."

QUAD SQUAD

25

Basketball
5:15 p.m., women vs.•
University of Tennessee of Martin
7:30 p.m., men vs.
University of Tennessee at Martin
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Fraternity emphasizes community service, friendship
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Being a successful Greek organization requires respect, understanding
and unity among its members. For the
brothers of Alpha Tau Omega, these
strong bonds represent the fraternity's
original calling.
According to ATO's national Web
site, www.ato.org, the organization
began Sept. ll, 1865, from the efforts of
Virginia Military Institute student
Otis Allen Glazebrook.
According to the site, Glazebrook
founded the organization as a vessel of
unification under the teachings of
Jesus.
Chris Morgan, senior from Sydney,
Australia, and ATO president, said the
fraternity also helped strengthen the
nation after the Civil War.
"(Alpha Tau Omega) was the first
chapter formed after the Civil War so
it was trying to unite the North and
South through the principles of Christianity," Morgan said.
Instead of graduating last semester,
he took on the role of chapter president.
It seemed like a reasonable way to
give back to the organization responsi-

photo courtt-sy of Alph11 I au Omega

Members of an Alpha Tau Omega pledge class gather at an event.
ble for giving him a permanent position on campus, a place to live and a
sense of belonging.
"lt has kinda given me a place to
belong," Morgan said. "Prettr much. I
am responsible for 40 guys and (their
actions). And ... I really think that is
something I'm gonna take on into my
professional career."
He said the chapter joined the Murray community in 1959, making it one

of the oldest Greek organizations on
campus.
In that time, Morgan said the fraternity has strengthened its bonds in
Murray through community service
projects.
"Right now, we have guys helping
out with (youth basketball programs),'' Morgan said.
He said some of his fraternity brothers spend some of their free time on

the weekends refereeing the kindergarten through sixth-grade divisions.
Morgan said the fraternity's community service, expands beyond athletics and sports. He said members of
ATO visited high schools and spoke
about the importance of study abroad
programs.
For the organization's national philanthropy. he said the annual Frog Hop
fundraising festival represent.c; Greek
organizations coming together to help
a good cause.
"[The Frog Hop is) gonna be on
April 25 this year," Morgan said. "We
... have events at the house '" and the
sororities come out (and participate).
And, pretty much, we're just out there
all day, having fun and raising money."
Morgan said the day-long event has
earned nearly $5,000 for the national
philanthropy in the past.

Brent Jefferies, sophomore from
Louisville, said last year was the first
time he experienced the Frog Hop. He
said even though the weather limited
the games and events, participants
enjoyed themselves and helped raise a
descent amount of money.
"Last year, we had a bonfire and a
cook out," Jefferies said. "It's always
good when you can have fun, and
you're helping a charity out at the
same time. You're having fun for a
good cause."
Jefferies said he became involved
during his freshman year after being
encouraged to partake in ru!'h week.
Since then, he said his relationship
with his fellow pledges continues
growing and developing.
"It's pretty ama.-;ing that you can not
know somebody and after a year, you
know everything about them," Jefferies said.
Heath Keller, director of online programs for the College of Business and
Public Affairs and the ATO faculty
adviser, said these relationships continue long after graduation.
"I think that anyone that has been a
part of the Greek system ... for the
most part [claims it) as the best part of
our lives," Keller said. "It's a lifelong
commitment."

Women develop sisterhood; host long-standing Mr. MSU pageant
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

Four young women joined
together at Bernard College
more than a century ago to create an organization that bound
them in sisterhood and promoted the values and ideals
they held most dear.
On Jan. 2, 1897, Helen St.
Clair Mullan. Stella George
Stern Perry, Elizabeth Heywood Wyman and Jessie Wallace Hughan founded Alpha
Omicron Pi fraternity.
According to the Alpha Omicron Pi Web site, alphaomicronpi.org, Perry said the
founders began the fraternity
so members could continue to
experience collegiate fellowship after their university days.
Above all, they wanted to create an organization that strived
to justify existence by reaching
for worthy purposes.
AOPi
spread
beyond

courtesy of Alpha Omicron PI

Alpha Omicc~n Pi members participat e in Up T U
Dawn at the Regional Special Events Center.
Bernard College and eventually reached Murray State, officially establishing itself on
campus Feb. 18, 1961. Caser
Humkey, junior from Lexington, serves as the president of
the chapter.

"We strive to be the best we
can in everything we do,"
Humkey said. "We realize that
we arc at this University to go
to school and further our education, and that's really important to us."

She said 'AOPi women focus
on scholastic goals and exert a
lot of energy in community
service. They promote the
Arthritis Foundation as their
official philanthropic organization and stage several events
to benefit the charity.
Last fall, the fraternity held
the 25th annual Mr. MSU
Pageant, where residential colleges and campus organizations pay fees to nominate can·
didates who represent them on
the runway.
On April 18, the fraternity
will hold the AOPi Strikeout to
garner cash for arthritis
research. The AOPis have
rented out Corvette Lanes in
Murray to house a bowling
tournament. Teams of bowling
enthusiasts pay fees to enter
the contest, buying a chance to
conquer the lanes and support
arthritis research simultanc·
ously.
"Wt•'ve rented the bowling
alley," Humkey said, "so hope-

fully, all the lanes in the bowling alley we can fill."
Humkcy said all AOPi sisters take part in the pageant
and the bowling tournament.
However, fraternity members
also sign up for other community service events whenever
they can, such as Relay for
Life, Heart Walk and Up 'Til
Dawn.
AOPi faculty adviser Karen
Hill said she still experiences
this bond of sisterhood as an
AOPi alumna. She said her
years with the fraternity
taught her important values.
including character and dignity.
"It's interesting to see how
what AOPi has meant to me
has changed," Hill said. "Not
only was it fun and not only
was it a great thing to be
involved in. but-. jfsior a life:time. Once you're an AOPi,
you're always an AOPi."
She said AOPi stands apart
from other Greek organiza-

Third Place for General Excellence
Second Place for Best Front Page
Second Place for Special Sections
First Place for Best Sports Page: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Second Place for Best Lifestyle Page: Janet Robb
Second Place for Best Sports Column: Will Brantley
Second Place for Best Editorial Page: Elizabeth Cawien
Third Place for Best General News Story: Melissa Kilcoyne
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tions because since 1897, when
the founders established the
fraternity, it has stood for dignity, leadership and other
important values.
"Times have changed, people have changed, but, you
know, the purposes and the
goals of the fraternity have not
changed," Hill said. "l find that ·
outstanding that there are stm
people today who want to continue to uphold those goals and
purposes."
Hill said AOPi empowers
women to be leaders. instilling
in them a sense of college loyalty and teaching them the
value of philanthropy through
the organization of events like
the Mr. MSU Pageant.
"I can definitely say that
that's been one of the best
choices that T've made in my
life," Hill said. ''I'm just
blessed. 1 feel so blessed and
so thankful to have the opportunity to be apart of such a loving, wonderful organization."
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Head Coach
3rd season
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Projected Starting Lineup
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Jimmy
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Head Coach
lOth season

Projected Starting Lineup
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Guard
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Guard
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Guard
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Forward
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Center
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